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Eleotron Paramagnetic Resonanoe (EeP.R.) in silioon doped with tm 
shallow Group V donors phosphorus am arsenio has been studied over the 
temperature range fran 20 to .5O°K. The range of donor concentrations 
exa.mined was sufficient for exchange to be possible in tm more hi~ 
doped ~ples, all samples exhibiting a resonanoe charaoteristio at 
bound donor electrons at 20~ 
The observed reduotion in the ~rtine aplittmg with inoreasing 
temperature is interpreted as being due to the phonon-induced. transitiona 
of' oloctrons between the various 1s ~gen-l.:1ke states. lor 
phosphorus donora an eatimate of' 10.7 .t 0.4 mV is obtained tor the 
vallqy-orbit splitting. The greater value of this splitting tor arsenio 
.. 
donora reaul ta j,n an inaign:1ficant reduction in the ~rtins splitt::lns 
tor arsenio C1Ifer the same temperature range. 
Simultaneous with the reduotion in the ~rtine aplittinS the line-
width and. ampe change. Although the above mechaniam gives a calou-
lated. i1idth at the correot order at masnitude, the inorea.sin6 lineTddth 
'With temperature ia better desoribed by an aotivation energy of halt tlB 
donor ionization energy. The exohange acattering ot the bound donor 
eleotrons by oonduction eleotrons ia theretore thought to be the dominant 
source of' the lme'olidth, auch that with the increasing exchange f'requenoy 
w.lth teqJerature the lWPertine linea will eventuall,y be avel'8ged out ani 
replaoed by a single line. Por phoaphoNs and arsenio donor OClloen-
trationa at approximately 5.1017 .-3 thia naITOWing aing1a line waa ~ 
observed tor phoap~. !1he ~erenoe in the donor ionisation ene~ 
gios is thought autt'io1ent to preTent ita observation in the oase at 
arsenio. 
A possible altemative explanation of the above effects, due to 
the phonon-induced hopping of electrons fran electronically occupied to 
neighbouring unoccupied sites, 'flaS also examined. Calculation demon-
states that the experimental results cannot be interpreted in this 
fashion. 
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CHAPTER. 1 
INTRODUCTION 
The electrical~ active impurity and defect oentres in silioon 
have been the subjeot of intensive fundamental studies, the stimu-
lation for these studies having been the high level of investment of 
the electronics industr,y in silicon. One technique which has been 
used to advantage in elucidating the nature of trese centres is thlt 
or Electron Paramagnetic Resonance, E.P.R. 
The covalent nature of the bonding between the atoms in a perfeot 
silieon cr,ystal requires that each valence eleotron is paired with one 
whose magnetio dipole moment is aligned anti-parallel, so that the 
assembly of eleotrons has zero magnetio moment. But impurity, or 
extrinsio, conduct·ivity in th:is Group TV material is usually aohieved. 
by the controlled addition of Group III or Group V elements. These 
elements aot as aoceptors or donors of eleotrons respeotively. The 
"holes" or electrons associated lrl.th these impurities may either be 
constrained to their impurity oentres, or, having been excited to the 
VE'.lonce or conduction band, be free to move through the lattice. 
Unpaired eleotrons now exist, so that the assembly will have a finite 
magnetic moment, which should therefore be detectable in a masnetio 
field by the resonant absorption of emrgy. 
Germanium was the first elemental semiconductor to be used. in 
reotifiers and transistors, but the operational temperature limitation 
due to the ma.teria~ energy band gap eventually led to the emergence 
of silioon as the material upon which industr,y has founded its active 
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electronic devices. E.F.R. in germanium is net possible to the fine 
limits of those in silicon, since various mechanisms broaden the 
resonance lines. 
Before briefly swmnarizing the E.P.R. results in semioonduoting 
III-V and II-VI materials, it is opportune to point out the difference 
be'b.1een the so-called ''Shallow'' ani "Deepll impurity oentres. A shallow 
impurity, e.g., a Group V or III element in a Group IV semioonductor, 
has one unpaired eleotron or hole weakly bound to it. This electron 
IJr hole moves in n hydrogen-like orbit vdth a radius whose diameter is 
of the order of many lattice oonstants. Because the eleotron or hole 
is \leakly boum, it may be easily exoitod to the coniuotion or valence 
band l~spectively. Even when bound. to the impurity the behaviour of 
the electron or hole is detemined mainly by the energy band structure 
and dieleotric constant of the host lattioe. By comparison, the deep 
oentres have relatively high ionization energies, and the ele otrona or 
holes are effeotively looalized on the impurity ions. Their charge 
states may be varied by oontrolling the position of the Fermi level 
through the simultaneous incorporation of shallow donors or aoceptors. 
The behaviour of the electrons or holes is now desoribed by that of the 
free ion plus the effects of the surrounding atoms ani ions of the 
solid. 
In the seOioonducting III-V materials doped with shallow impur-
itios, electron magnetio resonanoe has only been obeerved for oonduction 
eleotrons and holes. Conduction electro~ resonance in InSb, GaAa, 
InAs, GaP and Ge. In1 Sb, and the resonanoe of oonduction holes in x -x 
Ge..A.'3, havo been reported. For the II-VI materials znS and CdS inoor-
porating shallow electron traps or donors e.g., halide ions, it is a 
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matter of some disoussion whether the resoname is of bound e1eotrons, 
or of twse moving freely in the oonduction band or a ahallOff impurity 
band. 
The resonance of oany deep impurities haa been deteoted in 
silicon and germanium, ani also in the III-V ani II-VI materials. 
The il"on transition group e1emnts are b most OOIlDDOn impurities to be 
studied, as they provide information on the oova1ent or ionic 
cm.racter of the hcs t 1attioe. Some of these elements have been 
detected in silicon ani germanium, Ge.As, lnAs ani GeP, znS, znSe, 
ZnTe, CdS, CdTe, HgTe and Cd HIZ'. Te. In faot, the first observ-x -~-x 
etion of' co.gnetio resonanoe in semiooniuotors was of manganese in 
znS in 1951. 
T\70 further souroes of resonance which have been observed in 
silioon should be mentioned. Man..v paramagnetio oentres created by 
irradiat ion with eleotrons, neutrons and ions have been studied, and 
resonanoes assooiated with the manner of the surfaoe preparation have 
been dete oted. 
Because of the spatial nature at the orbit ani the low ionization 
energy of the sha1lcm donor e1eotron, two olasses of resonance present 
themselves. The first is Tlhen the concentration of' donors and the 
temperature are sui'ficiently low to prevent interaotion between the 
bound eleotrons or to produoe oonduotion electrons. In thlB case a 
spectrum oharaoterized by the eleotron's interaction with its donor's 
nuclear spin is apparent. It has been sham that as the temperature 
is inoreased from 1.3 to 20~ the processea by which the electron may 
relax back to its Zeemn gl'OWld state after exoitation by eleotro-
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magnetic radiation are progressively via single phonon processes, two 
phonon processes, and a further tV10 phonon process involving an excited 
stnte of the hydrogen-like approximation. 
The second olass of resonance is real~ the inverse of the first 
i.e., high donor oonoontrations, and/or high temperatureu, suoh that the 
eleotron moves either in the conduction band or a shalloil impurity band. 
A single speotral line is IlO'V1 observed. At temperatures greater than 
1000 K the dominant mechanism for the spin relaxation, through the spin-
orbit coupling, is the same as that determining the eleotron!; mobility 
i.e., scattering by phonons or impurities. At lower temperatures 
deviations from this meohanism \'rere apparent. 
!hue, an absence of explanation for the relaxation prooesses 
occurring in the temperature interval fror.! 20 to 1 OO~ stimulated the 
t70rk to be desoribed. 
The thesis commenoes with a description of the basio resonanoe 
phenomenon, and, ilith a view to the situation in silioon, the various 
parameters ilhioh charaoterize tm resulting speotrum. Th:ia is folloned 
by tl~ expansion of some of these points, a disouBsion on the semi-
oonduotor to metal transition, and conduction processes uhich might 
i1'lfluenoe the spin relaxation. The requiremnts and limitations 
associated ~th the detection of E.P.R. are tmn disoussed, and hoYT 
these faotors are applied to the apparatus used. Finally, the results 
are presented and disoussed in the light of suggested meohanisma. 
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CHAPTER. 2 
!1LECTRON PflW·,ilI.GNETIC RESONiJWE 
In this chapter an account is given of the resonanoe phenomenon, 
along rlith the factors oharaoterizing an observed speotrum. The 
account is biased tmm.rds the 8i tuation for Group V impurities in 
silicon, but not exclusively. Both classical and quantum cechanioal 
descriptions are used, clarity dictating that description chosen for 
pe.:rticular situations. 
L tlagnetio moment ~ of a free particle, or a system of particles 
devoid. of tlutusl interactions, is related to its total angular oooen-
tw l by a constant 6, the "g factor", acoording to 
•••••••••••••• 2.1 
uhBre f3 is the Bohr l.Iagneton, while the ninus sign relate8 the 
classical rotation of negative charge to the angular motlentuo direc-
tion. Ii' this oagnetic mooent is nDl.1 plaoed in a magnetio field no, 
it m.n preoess about this field at a fixed angle am at an angular • 
frequency 
or 
sf' 
(1)0 = - H , 
h 0 
~o 
•••••••••••••• 2.2 
•••••••••••••• 
+Z 
Heff 
FIG. 2.1 
Heff, the Effective Field In the Rotating 
Frame of Reference, where y :: ~ (not to scale). 
1; 
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CI) being the Larmor .Angular Frequency. 
o 
SiD:Uarly, if' this sa.me nagnetic moment is placed in tre same 
cagnotic field it vli11 have a potential energy of 
••••••••••••• 
The quantum mechanical description of the resulting (2J + 1) Zeeman 
energy levels is given by 
••••••••••••• 
uhere llJ' knoml as the LlagnGtio quantum number, is the projection of 
J along H , am ranges from - J to + J in integral steps. The fBleotion 
- -0 
rule for mgnetio dipole transitions is ~ MJ = .t 1, henoe transitions 
taking place beweEll the adjaoent energy levels as specified in 
Equation 2.5 result in a resonance oondition of 
••••••••••••• 2.6 
Thus Equations 2.3 anl 2.6 suggest that a olassical description is valid. 
In the presence of a large magnetio field H ani the favourably 
rotating oonponent of an incident linearly polarized tl8.gnetio field 
perpendicular to H, of amplitude 2H1 and frequency (1)0' a magnetio 
dipole u:ll1 preoess about the effective field H
ett 
it observes in the 
fratle of reference rotating at O@,' as illustrated in Pig. 2.1 (1 ) • As 
tho field H is swept Heft will pass through a ccmdition in wMoh its 
value is H1 alone, at ilh:Lch point H = Ho i.e., resonance occurs \1~n 
tm nagnatic field is such that an 1nolated magnetic dipole ooment tlOuld 
have a Lamor preoeaunfrequency of CI) • 
o 
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2.2 a'h.e..AJ...0ch Equations and Their Slo\7 Passage Solution 
It e. systeo 0'£ magnetic dipoles is disturbed fron equilibriuo it 
.. rill seak to return to that equilibrium. Bloch (2) a.dvanced three 
e4uations to describe the dipoles' ~otion: 
aM M 
.J = Y (H A ID _..L 
dt -t y T 
2 
) 
•••••••••••••• 2.7 
where an ['.33e~bly of mor.lents i:3 norl considered i.e., 
Ii! = L~, 
unit 
voluoe 
and l!t. is tlB vector sun of !! and ~. IJl exponential decay of M in 
the :rotating frame is assumed. T1, the spin-lattice relaxation time, 
describes the rate at which the cooponant of M in the z direction 
returns to its equilibriuo value, a process requiring the moments to 
exchange energy 'Ilith the lattice. By cQI;lparison T2, the spin-spin 
relaY.ation tiDe, expresses the de-phasing of the angular motion ot the 
individual tlODents contributing to the component of 14 perpeniicular to 
the field, and is therefore desoribed by a time difterent to that 
involving energy transter. 
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If the thermal equilibrium value Ho is related to the suacep-
tibility'X..'O by 
M 
-0 10=-' 
Ii 
and tho cooplex susoeptibility is given by 
'X. = Xl - 1 X", 
•••••••••••••• 2.8 
•••••••••••••• 2.9 
tl~n, the 5tea~ state solution of Equation 2.7 for a field sueep 
through the resonance line taking lilUoh longer than the relaxation tioe 
T1 i.o., the "Slon Passage Condition", gives 
••••••• 2.10 
•••••••• 2.11 
No't1 the average pmler absorbed per unit volume 
•••••••••••••• 2.12 
N.B. For a linearly polarized field of aoplitude only ~ this beoomes 
•••••••••••••• 2.13 
Hence for the condition lmoml as "non-saturation" i.e., when the spin-
lattice relaxation prooesses are able to mintain equilibrium, or 
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and for a sharp resonance i.e., Y Ho T2 » 1, 
y2 H 2 T H 2 
a Xc 2 1 
P :;: 2 2 2 
1 + T2 Y (Ho - H) 
•••••••••••••• 2.14 
This lino is Lorentzian in shape, and has a full width at half height 
of 
2 
• •••••••••••••• 2.15 
For experlmental reasons to be explained in Section 4.7 it is usual to 
module.te the magnetic fiGld H vdth a scall alternating field h. 
m 
« A Hi), and to consequently detect the derivative of' P V11th respect 
2' 
to na.gnetic field. Thus it my be shown that 
2 
•••••••••••••• 
vlhere ~pp is the linewidth betv1een the points of maximum gradienli of 
the absorption curve, or rephrasing, the linwidth between absorption 
deriva.tive extreme It folloos tmrefore that 
= 1.73 •••••••••••••• 2.17 
for a Lorentzian line. 
FIG. 2.2 
L 
fj. H ~'2 
a: co 
fj. H I,'l 
'\ '\ LORENTZIAN 
,~ 
' ...... GAUSSIAN 
-... 
--
--
--..... -H 
Lorentzian and Gaussian Absorption Curves 
with the same ~H\f2.. I S howi ng one SPin 
packet of the Gaussian. 
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TIle broadening ot the above resonance lines can be ascribed to the 
fact tha.t the t\10 spin levels betv7een \1hich absorption is observed are 
not sharply defined. Sum lines are designated "Homogeneously" 
broadened. Linea cay be broadened for otrer reasons(3) (see Seotion 
2.6) and. \lill then gemrally speaking be Gaussian in shape ani desig-
nated "Inhomogeneously" broadened. For a Gaussian line (4) 
•••••••••••••• 2.18 
A cooparison in the shapes of the lines correspoming to tm mo types 
of broadening is given in Fig. 2.2. 
2.3 &Uaoo.ti0 Bapid PassatW 
Electron spin-lattice relaxation times in excess 0:£ t1.70 hours have 
been reasured in silicon at very l~ teI:lpemtures, thus a field stleep 
through the J,"esonance line occurs in a tiDe short compared 'iiith T1• 
The above analysis would be inappropriate in this case. Blodl (2) 
has sho\1n the. t during resonance the mgnatic moment 1:1 will non presel"1e 
its angle ilith respect to!1etf (see l'ig. 2.1), so preserving its inter-
action energy. 
An upper 11Jni t to the rate 0:£ tield sVleep requires that the 
direction of !!aff should change only very slightly during one Lamor 
prece.a1cn of M. about it, or, 
•••••••••••••• 2.19 
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Sm J a.rly a louer limit may be fixed, i.l!1posed by the relaxa.t ion times. 
M. £lUst net de~ before one precession about 1ie:f'f' am the s\7eep must 
be fast enough to prevent I relaxing back: t 0 ~ before lieff has been 
reversed. These conditions require 
1 
Y Hi » 
T2 
•••••••••••••• 2.20 
••••••••••••• ~ 2.21 (~) 1;1 1 and »- • T1 
For inhomogeneously broadened lines the situa ti. on :is more 
compl1oated, but has been oooprehensively analysed by Weger(5) • 
2.4 §p.jp-Lattice R.elaacati.sm 
In Section 2.2 the conoept of an interaction betueen the magnetio 
dipoles and the lattice was introduoed, am its importance uith respeot 
to the observed susoeptibilities and IBssage comitions is apparent. 
The relaxation time may also be easlly shem to be related to the 
probability per unit time, W, that a dipole \lil1 create or inelastically 
scatter phonons \1hen making an emissive transition. lor a spin t 
systeLl under therml equilibrium 
1 
W=-. •••••••••••••• 2.22 
2 T1 
If' this systeI:l is nou subjeoted to an osoUlating lit field as previously 
indicc.ted, a furtimr transition probabUity rate V DIlSt be introduced, 
BEFORE 
t 
1 
ms= + 2 
E:1g~HO 
AFTER 
1 
ms- - 2 
E: - ~ 9 ~Ho 
(a) THE DIRECT PROCESS 
hW' t ~ 
1 
mS=+2 
E: 1 g~Ho 
1 
mS= - 2 
E: -1 g~Ho 
(b) THE RAMAN PROCESS 
EXCITED STATE 
1 
ms=+ 2 
E : ~ g~Ho 
(c) THE ORBACH PROCESS 
FIG. 2.3 
spin- Lattice Relaxation Processes. 
~ 
PHONON OF 
FREQUENCY 
'h Wo= gPHo 
+~ II • (.l n W = h W + 9 /,-,Ho 
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being the same in both the up'Hard and dommard direotions. 
fOu;ld that a spin temperature T.s may be defined by 
It is nou 
•••••••••••••• 2.23 
i7here T is the thel'tla.l equilibrium temperature under non-excited con-
ditionE. With increasing amplitude of the osoillating magnetic field 
H1 there i7ill be a related increase in v(6), such that t7hen V ~ .-L 
'" 2T. 1 
saturation m.ll begtn to oocur, resulting in a spin temperature increase 
above the themal equilibrium temperature. 
(a) The Direct Process 
...... -.......................... 
Palce (~) has reviei7ed the eady '\lork of ·da.ller(7) on tl:e ooupling of 
spins to tre lattice. He suggested that the smll local Illlgnetic field 
1\oc pl"Oduoed by neighbouring spins at the site of an individual spin 
can bo nodulated by the variation of the inter-spin distance due to 
phonons. T~ osoillatory fLeld w.UI have a cooparitively large 
probability rate for induoing emissive transitions .1hen the phOn0n8 have 
a frequency in the region of (A) o. Unfortunately phonon speotra indicate 
cooparitivelY feu phonona at thosefrequenoies of interest i.e., in the 
region of 10 GHz. The relaxing spins in tlrls Direct Process m.J.l than 
create phonons of energy tt 000 • TlrlB:is illustrated in Fig. 2.3a, and 
calculation suggests 
1 
.. H 2 T 
o 
'Iibera T is the temperature. 
•••••••••••••• 2.24 
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(b) Tl~_ Raca.n Processes 
Since there are feu phonons at (1)0 Waller further suggested an 
Indirect or Raman process in rlhich inelastic scattering of higher 
frequency phonons occurs, as shorn in Fig. 2.3b. This prooess usually 
dominates a.t hi@.'ler teoperatures than too above and Waller found 
1 0 7 
-csH T • T 0 
1 
•••••••••••••• 2.25 
Direot am Raman Processes have ala;) been shom to oocur through 
the interaotion bet~een the cr,ystalline eleotric field, modulated by 
phonona, and the spin-orbit COUPling(8) (see Section 2.9). For the 
Direct Process 
1 4 
-~ H T, 
T 0 
1 
and for the Raman Process 
1 0 _9 
- ell H T"" (for T « 
T 0 
1 
1 
- • H 0 TO (for T~ 
T 0 
1 
I7here aD is the De~ temperature 
•••••••••••••• 2.26 
•••••••••••••• 2.27 
A further Raman relaxation mechanism can occur when an exoited 
sta.te exists within a phonon energy freE too upper Zeeman level of the 
ground state. Orbach(9) has shc:7.7n tmt the excitation of tm spin to 
- 14 -
this e:x:ci ted state ani its subsequent relaxation to tin lowr Zeeman 
level of the ground state gives 
1 6. 
- .. e:x:p (- -) •••••••••••••• 2.28 
T1 leT 
't7here b. 18 the energy separation o~ the e:x:cited state and the ground 
state. Fig. 2.30 illustrates this. 
Castner (10) has identti'ied the above relaxation me.chanisms in 
silicon containing slnlloi1 donor impurities, and has observed the 
various teoporature regions in l1hich each mechanism dominates. 
2.5 .~~:Spin Relaxation 
As \"Zl.S pointed out in tb:t last Seotion each oogmtio dipole 
exporienoes a local magnetio field H.. rdrl.oh vdll di:ffer in direotion -~oo 
fron dipole to dipole, and \7ill veotorially add to the applied field Ho. 
Thus the energy levels mJ.l be broadened by an amount o:f' the order of 
~ Ii.. ,and there mJ.l be a distribution of Larmor preoession 
--:Loo 
frequencies cove ring a range OOl - Y H.. • Henoe tuo dipoles differing 
o -~oo 
in preoession frequency by bOlo and initially in phase, i7ill be out of 
phase in a time .... ~ .... T2, and thus destroy the oomponent of total 
o 
mgnetio oooent perpendioular to the field. 
A further meohanism exists for assemblies oontaining ~ identical 
paranagnetic partioles. The preoessing dipoles i7ill oreate at their 
neighbours a:tte a periodio field of the resonanoe frequenoy under \~ae 
influence an exchange of the orientation of the moments is possible 
since the total energy uill be conserved. This limitation on the 
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lifetime of each particle in a given Zeeman level leads &(Pin to 
broadening, and thus as in the above an increase in the observed line-
l1idth. 
2.6 ~-'tt1Ogeneoual.y Broadened Resonance L;1.zJ!s 
Portis (3) has suggested that in the folloning cases (a) ~r.f'im 
interaotion (b) anistropy broadening (0) dipolar interaction betueen 
spins roth differen't Larmor frequenoies, and (d) inhomogeneities in 
the applied magnetic field, resonance lines may be braldened inhomo-
geneously, in that there 'I7ill be a distribution of fields over the 
asseobly at dipoles, and energy mll be tranaferred only to those mose 
local field. satisfies the resonance oondition. 
It is a useful illustration of hanogeneoua and inhanogeneous lines 
to coupare their saturation behaviour, and the consequent detemination 
of tre rel.a.xa tion times T1 and T2• 
In a later chapter expressions nill be derived for the signal 
uhich can be deteoted from resonance absorption in a sample, and it can 
be shmm by an extension of Equation 4.7 that the signal voltage VR.~x!'H1. 
The value of X" at the line centre, from Equation 2.11, is 
x" •••••••••••••• 2.29 
and hence, belo·,1 saturation level, the siS1Zl is proportional to the 
1 
microwave field H1, m.iJ.e for strong saturation Va ~~. am in this 
caso the pooer absorbed is independent of a,. By also examining the 
point at 'I7hich the signal is a maximum, it f!BY be seen that Va 
- 16 -
thel"'efore has tm form 
x 
•••••••••••••• 2.30 
1 
flhel"O X ::: YH1 .(T1 T2)2. Hence the saturation of • homogeneously 
broadened line yields the produot T1 T2, i"lhile knoV1ledge of tba hoco-
1 geneous li.neuidth (. T ' see Equation 2.15) allom the separate oal-
2 
oule.tion of T1-
By comparison, in the inhomogeneous case the assumption is initially 
mde tlnt the prooesses for spin-spin interaotion are m3ak as compared 
~1ith the direct interaotion of the dipoles rdth the lattice, that is 
spin diffusion is extremely sl<m' ani it is possible to saturate only a 
ll..9.rrorl portion of the line, naoely the m.dth deternined by Hi or T2-
For Lorentzian spin packets Castner ( 11) gives 
x" 
t "1- Y H t (H - H ) 
"000 
•••••••••••••• 2.31 
\There :r(H - Ho) is tba normalized envelope function of the distribution 
of s}lin packets. Thus 
•••••••••••••• 2.32 
In tlUB case the absorption signal increases linearly belC17 saturation, 
and then just nattens out tor X>1. 
Castner(11) oontinued to generalize the above case '\1han tl's initial 
, 1·0 
/ COMPLETE INHOMOGENEOUS , 
---/--- CASE 
VR 
0·1 HOMOGENE OUS :;N~REASING 
CASE 
l l'lH~ a= DaH~ 
2 
0·1 1'0 10 100 H, 
... 
H1 
2' 
FIG. 2.4 
Saturation behaviour during the transition 
from Inhomogeneous to Homogeneous Broadening. 
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assUin]?tioll is not valid, And. too spin packet w.i.dth is approaciling the 
'-6H~ 
envelope 'ilidth. He defines a para.oeter a. b Hi (see Fig. 2.2) being 
a. 
the ratio of the Lorentzian spin packet width to the inhomogeneous 
Gaussian rlidth, and Fig. 2.4 sho~s the depenience of VR upon the reduced 
oicrot70.vo field ~.L uhere \ = y (~ T }i, for increa.sing a.. T2, ~ Hi 1 2 
(T1 T2):2 and T1 rr8.y be independently determined through a, Hi' a.rxl the 
very hie;h pooer saturation of the \1hole Ge.uss~ envelope, respectively. 
This theory has been applied to the measurerrent of tm Raman spin-
lattice relaxation of al1a1100 donors in silicon nhen T1 < 10-4 sec(10). 
For T1 > 10-3sec the adiabatio population inversion teohnique has been 
used. 
2.7 ~n&9 and. Motional Narrooine; of Resonance Lines 
The influence of exchange bemeen the I18grstic dipoles, or motion 
of the dipoles, upon the resomnce lineuidth and shape is often best 
described by the Method of Iwments. 
The nth moment Mn with respeot to the centre of the line Ho is 
defined as 
•••••••••••••••• 2.33 
rlhere g(H) is the line shape f\motion. If', as ia otten the case, g (H) 
is syocetrical mth respeot to Ho all odd moments will vanish. 
A Gaussian curve, for example, described by 
and hence 
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g {nl = G .xp [- O.693(!: ~ r 1 
2 
M2 = 0.721 (i ~ H1)2 ) 
"4 = 1.56 (t A'1:4 l •••••••••••••• 2.34 
•••••••••••••• 2.35 
For a Lorentzian line no eecond or higher moments can be defined 
since the oorresponding integrals diverge. This is overoane by trunoat-
ing the curve at b = IH - Ho I , ,11th b » ~ Hi' and assuming g(H) 18 
zero outside this region. . Kittel and Abrahama (12) tind 
and hence 
M2 ~ b ~ ~ ~ 
~~b3~\1 
b 
- »1. 
~H1 
~ 
•••••••••••••• 2.36 
M4 
Thus an inspeotion of the mtio(M;)2 tor .peotral l1nes can point to the 
lineahape funotion. 
Tl's excmnge interaction betwen the mgnetio moments of too 
-EXCHANGE 
/NARROWED LINE 
DIPOLAR LI NE 
,/ 
LORENTZIAN 
_I 
---
-.... t--- We ----...... I-.. ~-We ---41 ..... _ 
Wo 
FIG. 2.5 
The Exchange Interact ions i nf luence 
on Li neshape. 
..... _---
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electrons has tm form 
•••••••••••••• 2.37 
\lhere §.i and. §,j are the sp in angular momenta of the tvlo ale ctrons, and 
J .. is the exchange integral, having a value \-Jhich is a :f\mction of the J.J 
decree of overlap of the ele ctron uave functions, am thus as an 
approximation, onlY nearest neighbours need be considered. 
has shmID thct tm addition of the exchange interaction to the dipolar 
interaction leaves the se 0000 moment unchanged, but the fourth noment 
2 i+@~ increases as J , providing J > , i7here r is the nearest-neighbour 
r 0 
o 
distance. The resulting change in the lineshape is shown in Fig. 2.5, 
i7hich indicates the importance of the m.ngs in the calculation of the 
fourth Doment. Van Vleok's caloulations suggest, a.m Anderson and 
Weiss (14) confirm, that the exchange narrQued Gaussian line is 
Lorentzian shaped in the centre, but falls off more rapidly in the 
J 
uines. In frequency tems this occurs at <Ab .t we' \1here WaN h • For 
a dipolar half-linemdth 01' ~' an excmnge narrowd half-linel7idth of 
2 
W &.> = ...;e... 
CJ) 
e 
•••••••••••••• 2.38 
is obtained. They further Sh0\7 that when (l)e »CAh' Hex is no longer a 
small perturbation on the ZeGll\8ll and dipolar Hamiltoniana (see Section 
2.9), and the spin states are 
10 
/:).00=-. 
3 
I:dxed. 
2 
~ 
• W 
e 
This lea.ds to a half-linmna.th of 
•••••••••••••• 2.39 
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An:lerson (15) has extended the nork of Anderson am Weiss (14) to 
include the case of ionic diffusion (i.e., motion) in solids. His 
oodel assuoes that the precessing oooonts give rise to a radiated. eleotro-
ma600~ic y;s.ve tlhich is undergoing frequency modulation because the mag-
netic interactions bet\7em moments act to change the frequency of 
precession. The frequency modulation is cmnging in a random uay in 
tiL1e due to the effect of motion on the n8gnetic interactions. 
For the example in \7hich there are only two possible environments, 
lJith frequency sh:i.:f'ts of + W froc the centre of gravity, and theae 
- 0 
frequenciolS are equally probable, .Andenon(t5) shous that the tno lima 
at .:t fAb dran together as the Jump rate Wa increases, but alU838 have the 
half-rridth of we. The maxima of the lines occur at 
= + jfJ) 2 _ 2 2 
<Abax we , 
- 0 
•••••••••••••• 2.40 
for ~) > 2 • 
e 
When the jumping pre~ocinate8 i.e., 'A>a > wo' ooly a single line i"1.Ul 
be exhibited of half-width 
uhioh ShOHS the usual exchange narrC>Tr.ing. 
sha;Tn taking place in Fig. 2.6. 
•••••••••••••• 2.41 
These spe ctral changes are 
At the same time as Van Vleck suggested the importance of exchange 
on JGho linesmpe, Bloscbergen, Purcell am pound(16) observed the 
- 21 .. 
narrotdng of nuclear magnetic resonance (N.M.R.) lines due to the 
notion of atoDB in liquids and soca solids. They also demonstrated 
an equation of the foro of Equation 2.38 ';7as valid, when Q) is replaced 
e 
1 by -, uhere "'0 \,ould 'be the Dean time for the existAnoe of the ion in 
"'0 
an::! one of too possible environments, or more genemlly, it represents 
a ti.r:Jo such that at the em of the interval "'0 tls environment is little 
changed, or renains oorrelated. Hence the shorter "'0 i.e., the more 
rapid. the DOt ion, the narrower the line. 
2.8 Resona.:a.ce Lineshapes for Conduotion Electrons 
The observation ot resonance onlY in those metals having a scall 
spin-orbit coupling constant Has explained by Elliott(17) to be due to 
the fact that tm relaxation tice is inversely proportional to the spin-
orbit ooupling interaotion energy, ani hence for strong ooupling the 
resonance is broadened beyond deteotion. 
For those oonductors in whioh resonance has been observed. Dyson(18) 
and Feher and Kip (19) have shatn tlBt in geneml two exper:irJental 
situations arise. These situations are dependent upon the relative 
values of the parameters TT (the tme an eleotron takes to traverse tm 
sample) J Tn (the time it takes to diffuse through the akin depth) J and 
T1 and T2t 
(a) Th:in saople, TT « Tn: For saDples satisfying 
e < 46 •••••••••••••• 2.42 
uhere e is the sample thickness, ani 6 the olassioal skin depth, 
the lineshape is Lorentzian and imependent o£ d1ffusicn rates. 
POWER t ABSORBED 
TO 
- --0 T2 
TO 
-_cO 
T2 
FIG. 2.7 
The Dysonian Li neshape. 
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In this case saoples are fine particles or thin fi.lIJs,· the most 
COnDon being the suspension of particles of alkali metals in 
amoonia. 
TD 
Tm value of the ratio T 
2 
is :1nportant in this case. /,:; the diffusion tim oooooes scalI 
owpared uith the relaxation tioe. the absorption curves ass\llle 
the appearanoe of the derivative of a nornal absorption curve as 
ShOi7Il in Fig. 2.7. Metals of high con:luotivity satisfy the oon-
dition ~ .... 0, but at 100' teoperatures the lill3smpe cay be codified 
T2 T 
by passifig into the anooalous skin effeot region. ~ .. co oorresponds 
T2 
to thick fil.L1.s .lith slouly diffusing mgnetic dipoles as :found for 
exaople in oaterials oontnining paraca.gnetic impurities. 
2.9 The Spin Han:U tonian 
The assucption of :free particles nithin a magnetio field mde in 
the derivation of Equation 2.5 must l'lOh' be oodif'ied to include the effect 
of the surrounding lattice upon an :ion sitting within it. In addition 
the effect of spin-orbit coupling oust be taken into account. 
The ooncept at the rotation o:f the eleotron's negative charge 
gives rise to its magnetio dipole moment. On the other hand, a magnetio 
dipole is also produced by the DOveoent of the ele ctron in its orbit. 
Thus an interaction bewe_ these t\;o dipoles is possible. This is 
called the spin-orbit interaction and ~ be expressed as 
•••••••••••••• 2.43 
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\7001'0 ~ is the sp in-orbit ooupling constant. The importance of this 
term for a paramgnetic ion si tting wi thin a lattice depends upon the 
ve.luo o:t h ocmpared to the splitting of the energy levels by the orys-
tal field. If the grotmd state arising from the orystal field and 
s:?in-orbit effeots is split into (23' + 1) levels in a magnetio field, 
then S' is called the eff'eotive spin (20) • !L'he admixture of' states by 
the spin-orbit interaotion results in the state represented by st having 
orbital contributions. !L'his vdll be reflected in a depart;ure from the 
"froG-spin" value ot g, equal to 2.0023. This orbital contribution to 
S' also depezds on the orystal field, 80 that the g value may well be 
anisotropic(21}. 
As an example of the eff'ect of' spin-orbit coupling consider the 
struoture of the valence band in silicon. ~he valence band wave £\mc-
tiona of silicon are formed from three valence p states of' atomic 
siliCon, (1s2 282 2p6 3s2 3p2) and thus the banl is expected to be three 
fold degenerate (excluding spin). The spin-orbit ooupling removes tlUa 
degeneracy, leaving a doubly and a non-dee,enemte level, the 'lanDer 
uppermost(17, 22). 
In SUlJlll8.r,y therefore, it ms:y be concluded that observations made 
upon the ground stntes of ions may be desoribed by a Ham:U tonian contain-
ing spin only operators. 
By way of an example cCll8:ider the bound dcmor electron in silicon, 
and assume tor the present (see Seotion 3.2) that its wave function is 
1s l:Uce (spberioa.lly sYJIIIIBtrio) and of a sut':t'1oient radius to includa 
- 24 -
many unit cells of the lattice 'Within uhich a 5% abundant silicon 
isotope, 8i29, having a nuclear spin of t is randomly distributed. 
The Spin Haoi.l. tonian may be written (23) 
,-. 
+ (~)L ~ •• 1:1 
1 
+:[ 1 [ifl • !!. _ 3[~1 • 
1 (£-£1>' 
T?here ~, ~ and. 1:.:1. are respectively the menetic mooems of the elec-
tron, inpurity nucleus and Si 29 nucleua at the 1 th lattice point. 
~) is the electronic m.ve function at the 1 th lattice point, vrl. th 
!: being L1easured with respect to the donor nucleus. 
Teros one, two and five represent the Zeeoa.n interactions of tm 
electron, donor and. 8i29 nuclei, rlhile the third represents the Femi-
" Segre hyper£ine interaction, consequent upon too electron wave func-
tion having a finite probability density, tv(O) 12, of being at the 
site of the donor nuoleus. S1milarly tero four is this saoe inter-
aotion betneen the electron ani the 8i 29 nuclei. The last tem 
represents the dipole-clipole interaction of the electron \lith the Si 29 
., . 
nuc.el.. 
The first three tel'I!l8 may be re-m:"'itten in the foll()\7ing form 
f 
ENERGY 
aD ~ 4 ! 0 30D 
4 
FIG. 2.8 
The Magnetic Energy Levels of 
Phosphorus(ID=~) in Silicon. 
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•••••••••••••• 2~5 
•••••••••••••• 2.46 
The Brait-llabi (24) solution at thia smrtaned version at Equation 2.l+4 
(25) is shmm in Pig. 2.8 • In the high 1'18ld appZ'OXication 
E • I!I H D. + "Il ... "'D {~) H "D> ••• •••••• ••••• 2."7 
were Os and ~ are the cagnetio quantUD mabers tor the eleotrcn ana 
donor, am ID is the spin of the donor nucleus_ The selection rules 
tor a cagnetio dipole tl'8JlSition require Ams == .t 1 an:l At;, lit O. 
Thus (2 In + 1) l\YPe1ftDa lines are exhibited, sepaated, in tBgnetio 
field tems; by 
•••••••••••••• 2.48 
Tm effeot at the tems negleoted in Eq18t1on 2.lt4- ia marely to 
b1'O&den the l\Ype1't'ine lines inba::logeneoualy. 
(b) IntemotinB ponora 1& 111 1c5l1 
\1hen the ooncentation at phosphorus donora is above 6.1016 om-3 
app1'OXiDateJ.y, new liDes appear betweD those irJdioated above. 
Sliohter(26) am Jel"OlDB am Winter(27) have shoim tlat the prox1mity 
at the donore 18 suoh that ex_nee can OOOUZO, am Bql».tion 2.46 Dq 
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be tlOdifiod to inclw.e this. Then 
II = ef> (!, +!.:2) • !! + J ~ .!.e + 
"1> ~ , !, +!e ' le) -~) <I, + le) ,ll , ..... • .. .... 2,49 
'1:hero lLt and .Ie are the eleotronic spina of the tuo interacting donors 
of nuclea%' spin I, and ~. If J» t;, the total electronic spin DaY 
2 2 
be defined. by I §./ = I ~ + Ie I , and henoe bo eleotrcm.o states 
result, a triplet 8 = 1 and a singlet 8 = O. Therefore Equation 2.49 
beCOl:1eS 
JI = ~ 1 • 11 + -t J [S (8 + 1) - i 1 
•••••••••••••• 2.50 
The hiVl field, 10U8at order solution at th1a equation g:l.vea 
E = ~ H 14s + -i J [S (S + 1) -.: J 2 
+ ~ (Ms tlz> + Ms ~ ) -(~) H (n;, + Ii» •••••••• 2.51 
2 1 2 In 1 2 
,,:!hera III tlawY take the values + 1, 0 for the triplet, and 0 tor the 
a -
sinGlet. The seleotion rules ncr.T require /:J3 = 0, All =.t 1, A~ = 
a 1 
ADn = 0, giving (4 ID + 1) linea m.th a spacing ot !£. The 
2 2~ 
relative intenSity at the lines will be 1-2-3-4 ••••• 4-3-2-1. 
-'Z7-
For phosphorus, of the three lines, only the central one uUl be 
obse1'V'od, ·the othe re beine masked by the isolated donor h;ypertine 
lines. 
Tho second order solution of Equation 2.50 introduces terc8 
":lh:icil 811a".Jle the deterr.rl.nation of the exchange integral J by the 
m::OOR technique (23) • Thia double resonance technique ofters an 
inprovecl l"'e.5olution over tla t of eloctron spin resonance alone. The 
couplinc is shO".;n to be anti-ferrotlagnetic, ani 18 of the order of 
15 Glh (27) for a. phosphorus concentration of 8.1016 cc-3 (at. ~ = 
1181dHJ). 
A broa.d background lim aioulta.neously observed has been 8hcr~;n 
to be dm to those pairs tor nhich J.v ~ (28, 29). Similar effects 
have boon observed for three and tour atom clustere(30). 
- 28 -
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FIG. 3.1 
The Silicon Crystal Lattice. 
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CHina 3 
ELE£mON PJJ!IJ:1AGlnm:c lW?ONlmJ 
IN N-TYfB S:g:·TCm 
This chapter oamoonces mth a brief' outline ot the theoretical 
detemillation at tho electronic band 8tructure ~ 8ilicon. !i.'he 
aha110-.1 "~gen-llke" state8 intraluoed by donor impUl"ity atCIDII and 
the na~tio re80nance at ele ot1"OM in such states are then desoribed. 
To :f'olla;~, there is an account ot tho electronio conduction meolan-
isms ill silicon, and hem they intluence tlB magnetic re8onance. 
3.1 Tha C!Zstal Structure e lbntsr :Bed 8~£U9tl.1l'e of 817' con 
The silioon olYstal lattice ia of the diamond type am 18 illus-
trated ill Fig. 3.1. It is termed by ocwalent bonding between the 
four sp3 qb~ed, tetl"ahadrally oo-om1nated orbitals J produoed. by 
tm linear ex>mb1natiCll of the valence atomic orbitals (L.C.A.O.) 3a 
and 3p. This orystal syDIDBtry 18 :retl.eoted in tb8 region ot the 
reoiprocal lattice knoml as the first B r.ll1ouiD Zone. Within tlrla 
region the eleotronio -r.ave .,eotor Is. has its m1niJIUII, or redu0e4, value. 
The importan' aymmetr,y linea within tMa region are des1pted r <at 
the cerrl:re of the aone) - 1 in tm <100> direotions am r - L in the 
< 111 > d.ireotiana. 
It is dtttioult to tzeat mathematically a ~rtiole qatem 
auch aa e. orystal. T!Ua baa led to tbe assumption 'be1Dg made that 
a "s1n~e particle" approx1mation JltIJ3 be used in ilhioh eaoh eleotzon, 
- 31 -
described by its ~ve function l<£), can be regarded as maw1ng 
indepencle.."ltJ..y in a static potential fiBld V (£> • b form o't V <V 18 
suoh that it takes the eleot1't>rus average intemction ~;ith the rest 
of tho cryotal into aocount. The Schroedinger -';;uve equation may then 
be 7:ritton 
II t ~ K [~ + V <.tl] t <.tl a 11 t <V •• ••• .. • •• •••• 3.1 
operator 
uhare 1 is 'the eleotron momentum"alll E tha emrg eigenvalue. Since 
'tire 11otent1al V W has the periodicity of the lattice it my be ahotm 
t:m:'~ scU.utions at Equation 3.1 ali1aYs have the Bloch tozm 
•••••••••••••• 3.2 
i.e.. ~ CE) modUlates the plane -.. ;ava .i5.-£ m th the period at the 
lL1.t-;ice. Thus the eigent'alues depend on !5" am the aJeotrm1o band 
struot\D.'e mq 'be described by an E (!5) plot in the tirst Bl"illouin 
Zone. 
The solution o:t the ~~uation 3.1 baa been attemptec1 
in t-;':o t181n faahiona. Blther the tom of the o17stal po_nt~ is 
e.ssutlUd nlor-e .l1th various ave tunctiona, allcra1ng quantitative 
el5timates of the tom ani ordel'inG d banda J OZ' s:roup ani pertuzr-
'?e.t1on tl130ries are used to pzrov1de a catalogue of possible banis, 
tho ultimate detal"lll1nat1on ot the oorrect one being lett to exper.l.ment. 
Horman(1, 2) ani Calla~(3) ):ave l'8Vie~ the varioua methode 
X, 
ENERGyt 
Ii 16· 
t t t 2p sA,. to,. At 
(000) 
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COUPLING 
The Energy Bands of Silicon Along the 
(100) Directions of the Brillouin Zone. 
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(not drawn to scale) 
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U88d in t11e first oategory. The principal methoda are the use of 
o.--thoL'O:1al1zad plane -; .. avea (OeP.W.), the cellular me'thod, the tight 
biniing approximation, am the pseudo-potential method. To the lett 
of Fig. 3.2 is sha;m the ailicon band struoture oaloulated by th1a 
last method{lfo). A aUllllia17 at group ani perturbation theoretical 
mthoJ.s used in emrg barx1 caloulations 18 given by Long(S). 
Initial ervwg baDl caloulations using the numerical an1 grwp 
theoretiov.l methods ignored the eff'eota at apin-orbit orupling. 
~.iott (6) pointed out this om1saion ani mod1tied the Sohroedingor 
aqua tiOll to 
•••• 3.3 
~Jhere s: is the Pauli apin opemtol'. Spin-orbit coupling etteota 
~l.~ t,;reawst Wen the eleotron ia aloee to a real lattice point, 
:loon '::he potential is ro~ sphsrloally s,..tr1o, am the last term 
in iI in Dquation 3.3 Ii8¥ 'be re-w.lttan 
•••••••••••••• 3~ 
II is nDmaJ17 8UttioientJ,y 
so 
smll to be cona14ered a perturbation, only mv1ng a aignitioant 
effeot't4'mn responsible t~ the resolution of an energ degeneracy. 
This 18 1:i.l\:ltrated to the right of Fig. 3.2. 
, 
By -/8:9 of an example oanaic1er the r 25 baa1a twIotiona tor tl8 
valenoe ba.Di mexhUD at k • O. D1V repnaent the a1% p-atatea 
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du.ch are d.egenezate .-;ithout 8pin-orbit coupling. Inclu8ion or this 
factor removos the degeneracy bet;;een the four fold degemrate p\ 
state, ard the tuo told P% state, 8eparating them by an energy A, 
~;hich has been measured by optical techniques to be 0.04. ev(7 ,8). 
The d.egenemcy of the A6 and ~ valence banda at kilO, gives rise to 
constant energy surfa.ces \1hicb have &. "uarped" spherical shape. 
Havmg previously noted. the valence band lllaX'hnulII oocurs at k = 0, 
it has been deduoed that the conduotion band minima 11e in tm six 
<100> direotions at to = 0.85 ~ (9, 10), although reoent mea8ur8mnts 
~ 
using mmcm. suggest the. t ko cannot be defined to within 0.15 a of 
thia point(11). Therefore, there is an indireot emtrsy ~p Eg' 
uhioh is 1 .12 eV at room temperature (12) • IntroduoinS naa the eleo-
tron effective mass defined by 
•••••••••••••• 3.5 
than, in the regton of the [001] ellipao1dal conduction band m1n:imum 
the electron fD3r(13 uith respeot to that minimum is given by 
h2 2 E:-(k -k) + 2m B 0 
1 J 
•••••••••••••• 3.6 
uhere mIl (= 0.98 m ) and m (. 0.19 m ) are the &t.tective maS8es 
o ..L 0 
lJB.r8llel and perpezxlicuJ.a.r to the axis, respectively. 
-",.. 
3.2 SjJ.lloil Impurity State. 
The introduotion of the Group V 1mpurit~. pho.pho1'Wl, araenic 
and ant1mon.7 into sUicon Gives riBe to impurity atate. baT.t.na en 
ionisation emrg small oanpared to the' .1nd1l'eot band gap, and .uch 
:1Inpuritiea are thel'Store deaor1becl by the adJective ".bt.ll~lI. 
Kohn and Ultt1ngor(13) ud Kobn(1lt.) lave caloulated the energy 
speot1'Ulll ot theae donor. uaing the Erteotive )Iu. ~0l7 or 
ApproJdJnation (E.J4.A.). In tbia approx1matian the dcmor emotron ~ 
considered to obse"e a potential. U<r,> in addition to the V(V uaed 
in Equation 3.1, am tCII: large I" 
•••••••••••••• 3.7 
nnere "ia the dieleotl'1o oonatant ot silioon (. 11.4.0 ~ .OS at liquid 
heliuzn temperaturee (1.51. It can be ahcmn that the n-ave tunotiona at 
the donor states are glven by 
6 
t WilL a.1'3 ~ 4!1 (£> 
3 = 1 
•••••••••••••• 3.8 
tmere the aum 18 over tbs .ix equ1Yal.ed; minim, ~ are m.r1oal 
coefficients, ~ (V i.. the Blooh Qlye at t.be 3th mini .. , aJJ4 1'.1<£) 
Ill ... IIl~gen-l1ke· envelope tunotiona. The Sohl'0841n6Br eq1ation 
bee tun0t:10DII aN 
Fourier tranatorma f:I 1ibe Bloch tu.nctione, aDIl mv. tlB Pl'Op8rt1ea 
at being localized to tlB lattice point., are tunotiona at polition 
only, and the tunotiona on ditteNnt lattice point. are ol"tbo80nal. 
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The eigenvalue equation for the "l\Yd.rogen-like" levels corresponding 
to the [001] axis then becomes 
f 2 2 2 2 2 2] ~ Ji~ _ t..(~ + ~) - !... p(&) :a E I(£}. 2m, ,as 2m,J. ax a7 "r • •••••••• 3.9 
Since there will be six equivalent aolutims for the six minima the 
donor levels might be expected to be six fold degenerate. For tm 
most tightly bound states the assumed form for U(E> breaks down, and the 
Hamiltonian IIIlst reflect the tetrahedral s)'lllll9try at each donor site 
i.e., be invariant under the symmetry group 'de b irreduoible 
representations of this symmetry group then deoompose the is ground. 
states into 
•••••••••• 'W •••• 
\111iOO are one, tuo and three fold degenemte respeotively. The 00-
efi'ioiol1ts a.~ have been evaluated am it has been concl\Xled that for 
snnll £ tm is (Ai)' is (E) and. is (T2) states are principally s -, 
d -, and p - like respectively. The is (Ai) state is tb3 only one 
mving 't(o) 12 non-zero, and it alone therefore bas a Permi-8ee;re 
or oontaot ~r.r1ne interaction with the donor nucleus. Conae-
quently its deviaticm from the simple B.~ • .h. is greatest. Lilce,\'Tise 
the d .. alld p-natures at the is (E) am is (T2) states are refleoted 
in a small, but finite shitt from tm E.~.' .. position. Putting uW • 
2 
. _ ~ for small ~ where 11 Z is the excess cisrge of the donor 
r 
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nucleua over that ot aWoal, good asxee.meat 18 then tauDl betueen 
tl. caloulated and meaaurecl valuea ott t (0)t2• 
The sepamtion ot the is (At) state troll tbe 1a (~2) .tate 18 
referred to AI the valley-ol'bit or ohem1oal Iplltt1n& anel var1e. 
bet-::een tho d.1t'1"erent donor apeoi... A oompa1'1aon between tbe EeJ4.A. 
energy levels ot donora in l1liocn(1S), am thole detemiDed exper.1man-
~1J.ly 18 glven in lig. 3.3, \1h1le the ftlle7-ol'blt spUtt1np aft 
tabulated in Table 3.1 (16, 17). Spin-oni t ooupUna 18 kncmn to 
1'&lOve t.lB degenerao,y ot the is (!2) .tate t~ an~.;.&Dl bialuth-
doped s1l.100n(16, 17), and to be illporiaJ'lt 1D the lP1D-latt1.oe 
1"8laxa tion of shallo\1 40ll0Z'1 (18) • 
Philll.ps(19) baa l'8oantly 1'8V18wd the l1m1ta.tioDi of thl B.M. A. 
\"lhicil prediots a unique b!.n41n6 enel'Q' dAtpemSng onll' on holt-Oryatal 
parameters such .. dWeotrio ocmatant aql etfeot1ve mus. GeneraJ.:br 
spea.k1nS, eft'oI't to 1mproYe the UJ •• hal 'been in thI'ee direotions, 
either to the tora4ation at • sl'Btematio t:be0Z7 stal'tina tNa the 
maI\Y-electron Ham11ton1an(20), or to the torm of the oentnl-oell 
potential (21), or to .tm 1'OI"Il at u<V uaing auob techll1quel .. the 
Quantum-Deteot D8thcd(ZZ): The tir.t meth04(20) augeested that aa 
r ... .an aMi t1ona.l tea var.r1ng .1 r -2 ~ be preamt 111 the CoulCDb1o 
potential, while the seod involvea tlII pseudo-potential theOry(21), 
8uooessfu1~ applied to impurity states in inert .. OlYltal.a, but 
more d1f'f1oult to appl1' to IU100n due to anon-tilled valenoe aball. 
lvio:d.ta and Nnw. (23) nere first to tbeoretioall7 aooount tor t~ 
dependence at the valley-orb1t apUtting on the apeo1.a ot tbl donor 
impurity. by UMd a method vrh10b eat11llatecl the .train t1eld about 
-----.... --.-~ 
Valley-Orbit 
Splitting 
Donor 115 (Ai) - 115 (T2) 
(maV) (oK) 
-- ---
Sb 9.55 111 
p 11.6 135 
JJJ 21.1 245 
Bi 34 394 
T/J3LE 3.1 
The Valley-Orbit Splitting of 
Donors in Silicon. 
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a donor due to its distorting the silicon lattice. Phillips (19) 
propOSOfl three basic mecha.n:1.ams to acoount for this dependence, namely 
d.L~erenoe8 in the bond strengtha beMen impurity am host, the 
difference in ool'9-ool'9 repulaive forces, am. the di;f:f'erence in p-d 
l\Y'brid.ization. He believes eleotronegativity (the pGler to attract 
an electron) to be tlB most important parameter determining the cen-
tral-oell intemot:1.ona. 
3.3 ItVal,,}1,;N of Dopor Xlectrgna 
The Spin Hamiltonian far iaolated donora has been given in 
Equation 2.4lt.,and it has been shoml tl'at (2ID + 1) ~ertine linea 
separated by ~ are observed e.g., for phosphorua-(I = i) doped 
gf3 
silicon, ~/O lines separated by 42 gauss result. 
Due to the axial symmet17 of 1he conductlon band minima or 
val.loys, the g factor of each val.l.ey has two principal values gil am. 
g. Both(24), using tb!l admixture at tb!l nearby spin-orbit-split 
~ 
valance bam. into the cca:1uotion ber.d, oalculated 
•••••••••••••• 3.11 
and 
6 
8... - 2 • -<x - ) ~ - 1) + 48.... .... . . .. . . .... 3.12 
gd II 
uhere Egd is tb!I direct ens Egr separation of the t\1o baDla at the 
coniuotion band valley at k , Ag. is a small cOl'l"9ction term, ani & 
o 
18 ti18 spin-orbit splitting at tlB valence bend at ko' 8stiDated by 
Roth to be j at tlB spl1tting A at k • O. .tLtbouEll thia "two-bazld" 
- JS -
model nas successf'ul tor germa.nium, Elliott(6) explained that tba 
failure of the above equations t~ aUicon is due to the suall spin-
orbit splitting at the AS valence band (aplits into A6 and '7 - see 
Fig. 3.2) at ko' and that· the contribution at the ~ band to the 
deviation, ag", of "It from the isotropic average of the valleys, So' 
is positive, uhile the obael"'Ved deviation is negative. 
Liu (25) has proposed that the deep-lying 2p state, because at 
its larc;e spin-orbit splitting, makes the daD1nant 118gative con-
tributiOl1. both to a~t am 6g.,. ContftL2:'7 to the estimate at :B.oth, 
the author deduoes from Liu(25) that a ~ A. 
The g factor obaerved is an average taken aver the six equivalent 
valleys, and tor the 1 a (.&..,) state, Tlbrre the coetficients Of,J are 
e.qw.l 
•••••••••••••• 3.1' 
Unler the applioation of a un:1srlal s1il'eas the six valleys ~ 
be unef6ually populated, and gLve riae to an aniaotrop1c g value, 
This is a OCZlSequenoe ot the strain admixture of the aniaot1'opic 1., (11) 
ata. te into the is (Ai) state. The valley 1"8-populatlon g shift 18 & 
:f'unction of Sit' g ... , and the "valley strain" given by(26) 
E 8' u - •••••••••••••• 3.14 
1112 
mere £u is the deto:nstion potential. tor pure ahear, 312 18 the 
valley-ozobi t epl1 tt1ng, ani 8' 18 tha .,tm1n. 81mul teneoua to the 
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1 
Tss 
I 
va.lley1"e-1?opulation effect, a g-sh11't also occurs due to the strain 
admixture of the ~ baDl. The 1i1o ef'tects mB3 be resolved by choos-
ing a particular stress axia, enabling g I and g to be determined. 
I ..&. 
!I!la g shifts are observed to increase for donor impurities o£ increaa-
ing ionization energy. 
The strain a:lmixture of the "hyper.f'ine-less" 18 (E) state into 
tho 1 s (A1) state also gives rise to a reduotion in the ~rt:Lne 
splittillG ~, from which the valle)"-Orbit splitting and by inf'erenoe 
the deformation potential can be detemined. Wilson ani Feher(26) 
obtained a value o£ 11 eV torEu which 18 in disagreement 'ilith the 
value at 7.8 eV measured by photoexcitation(27), and of 8.3 eV 
mec.su:red throo~ piezo-re sis tance (28) , but in agreement with 11.3 eV 
obtained by piezo-optio meaaurementa(29). Kleimr(30) has demon-
strated that the d:iscrepanoy be'b.7een the photoexcitation am E.P.R. 
va.lues oannot be acoamted tor by the neglect in the latter 
experiments ot the dipolar h1Per.t'ine cQlpllng. Th1a ooupling uill be 
disoussed later in Seotion 6.4. 
3.4 J3:ain-Je.ttice Relaxation of Bound Do~r Eleoyona 
There has been conalderable theareticsl am experimental invest-
isation ot this subject. The available relaxation processes tor boUD! 
electrcma in phosphorua-c1.oped sUioon (31) are 8havn in Pig. 3.4. 
The "vertical" T. mechanism is the one which baa been moat 
studied. This is due to its short-cirouiting ettect over 'the other 
meclmdsm since Ts« Tx and~. Thase latter processes require a 
ch.a.nGe in the donor nuclear agnetic quantum number, whUe the Ts. 
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moche.nism, possibly involv1ng sp1n-exchange, is only effective nhen 
the number of free electrons 18 1ncrease<1, by illumination for example. 
Castnar(32 ) has represented the Ts processes by 
;- = A H4 T + B If T 7 + c ~ + De ( - t;;§.kT!:\ 
s 0 0 ~ T). • •••••••••••• 3.15 
The first tam represents a direct process an:1 has been expla1ned by 
Roth(24) and Hast;gawa (33). They suggest that 'tbrough the electron's 
spin-orbit interaction an1 the time var,ying strain imposed by the 
phonons the g factor tlill be modulated, there being wo contributions. 
Firstly, dm to the strain admixture of the 1 a (E) atate into 1 a (A1 ) 
state the populations ot tile six conduction band valleys illll be 
modulated, am secondly this strain'iiill cawse the admirlng ot higmr 
lying bands into the conduction baDl. Theae mechanisms dominate in 
phosphorus-doped sU1con up to 2.4 'le. Be'Ween tlda temperature and 
£f'K the porrer law Raman region is entered rdth an exponent cloaer to 
9 tlllln 7, and within limits there is no magnetic field depemenoe. 
The dominance of the '19 term suggests a rel.axation process 1nvolv1%lg 
the spin-orbit inteftction (see Section 2.4b), althouc#l no aatisfac-
ta:y explallation in these terma baa so tar been published. Castner(18) 
does oontiCll a private caDllllllication from Roth, Haaegawa and ~ 
nho have clemonatrated a ~ process mving the correct depenc1ances am 
order of magnitude ~ the impurity potential. is included am note is 
taken of the breakdown in the EeK.A. 
In the temperature region up to 200g Caatller(,32) abo-ms that the 
T2 
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t , 
I 
I 
f 
exponential or Orbach process 18 dan:1.nant. b three regiona am. 
measured. reltuation times are ahO'v1n in Pig. 3.5. Good agreement ia 
t'omd bet:-;een the caloulated aplitting at tIE is (A.1 ) am. 1s (E and 
T2) states am the e:afJrf':3 A E. 
The dependence of Ts upon the atomio number of the impurity led 
Castner(18) to suggest that the relaxation meohaniam is due to tm 
sp1n-orbit interaotion assooiated with tlB 1s (T2) state. He urites 
the Hamiltonian in the term 
JI ;: Jleft• mas. + U<l,) + Aimp (I') ~.! + gp Ho S. •••••••••••••• 3.16 
r.here U W 11 the additional potential the donor experienoes, includ-
ing the at ClDic potential of the donor Uimp ~ which dom1nates the 
spin-orbit 1ntemction. Since the 1s (I) states Oalta:1n much less 
admixture of opposite-spin states than the 1s (T2) states, and. be1nB 
hig~r :in energy will be less populated, the 1s (T2 ) states are 
thoUf;hl; to dan1nate the relamtian. In a magnetio field 'the energy 
states are as ind:ioated in Fig. 3.6, tihere tm pure spin statel are 
repl~sented by 1 and! , the the admixed statel by r ! au! J 1. 
Tbua tbe Orbach procels may be reprelCDted by phonoZ1-e.blOl'pt1on 
transitions 1'rom eitb9r OM of tm Ai Zeeaan statel to tht four T2 
impure-epin ltates tollOtl8d by phonon emission back to the other ~ 
Zeeman state. ThB ma'trix elements c1etem:1n1n& the iaIIBD spin-
lattice reluation transition probabilit7 depem mostly on Umklapp 
intervalley scattering between opposite oonduction band mi-I'i. i.e., 
''Jt 
an em1 tted or abaol'be4 phoI'oD t4 .ve vector O.h 8uoh & _oba.n.1 .. 
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~;ould be wign:it1cant at low temperatures, tdth the consequent 
domination of other processes. 
A simplification in the calculation of the electron-phonon inter-
aotion is achieved by recognizing that this interaction is manit'ested 
in the measured. level-mdtha of the is (T2) states, assumed to arise 
from spontaneous phonon em:lJss1on. For a phosphorus donor concen-
tration of 1.5 • 1016 CfIA -3, am using estimated values or 0.<22 and 0.2 
fMJV for tbe spin-orbit splitting ani level-widths respectively, the 
caloulated rate constant D is approx1mate~ a faotor at two hil#ler 
than the experimentally measured value of 0.020 • 1010 sec-i. 
1'he co.lculated phonon frequency distribution curve for a diamond-
like lattice(,34) is sborm in Fig. 3.7a., along with the measured dis-
persiou curve for silicon, ]'ig. 3."lb. The Roth-Hasegavva expression 
for tIle direct process involves the summation of tat inverse fitth 
pot:ers of the velocities of the longitudinal ani transverse aooustic 
t phonons. Since the later tem exoeeds the tormer by an order of mag-
nituie, this process :La domimted by tranaVel'l8, long wavelength 
aooustio phoneM. Similarly, transverse phonons dominate in the 
Raman T,CJ process, the breakdown occurring in this mechanism when the 
phonon uave veotor $I. times the donor electzon orbital rad1ua ao 
approaches unity. The Orbach prooess requires hipr treqU8ll~ 
phonons i.e., short wavelengths, and in the temperature reglon ot 
:Lntere8t these uUl be in the middle of the trequenq,y distribution 
and fl'om tls density at states it should be noted that these will be 
longitudinal. • 
Too spin-lattice relaxation time 18 also a function of tlB conoen-
tration of donors. Feher and Cere (31) observed a rapid inarease in 
the direct process .n the concentration of phosphorus donors 
exceeded 1016 om -3, am Castnerts (18) calculations for tm Orbach 
process degrade \7:lth increasing concentration. Igo (36) has also 
measured the dopemence of the relaxation time upon tlB cl,.egree at 
ocrtpenac.tion. lH.s results are in agreement -rrith the theo17 of 
SuGihara (J7), nho proposed tmt relaxation ocours via an electrCll 
h01?~ing process from neutral to cl!l.rged impurities accompanied by spin 
reva:a.~sal. ~ importance of such fast relaxill8 pairs has beell further 
studied by Yang and Honig(3B) • They investigated two fast relaxing 
centres, :neutral donor pairs of less than average separation, am 
neutl."al-ioniaed pairs as proposed by SugLhara (37) • The neutral pairs 
fast-relaxing mechan1 sm is the phonon modulation of the exchange 
coupling, the isolated spins being relaxed via spin di:ttuaion to these 
centres. The tempemture and agnatic field depemenoe usociated 
~~'ith this mechanism is throush tm variation of the concentration of 
these centres t7ith tbe a bove parameters, the farmer beoauae high 
exchanse-energy pairs populate a non-magnetio singlet state as the 
temperature 18 lot7ered, 8lld the latter throuab the relative heat 
capacities of t,be Zeeman am. exchange .ystems. 
3.5 ~ Gogluotion and the iuP1o<!ll.UQto£ to 
Metal Tpnaition 
In 1961 Mott am 1'wo8.(39) reviewed the tbeOZ'iea of 1mpUZ"J.V 
-4A-
l!.ott's hypotheSiS(40) that at T = oOze a eryst4Uino array of atoms 
would exhibit a sudden discontinuity in its conductivity with decreas-
1ng lcttice parameter. 
Impurity conduction can be defined as a cunduction process in 
uhich the oleotron or hole mwes bet_en nei~bouring donors or 
a.cceptOl"S uithout aotivation into the conduotion or valenoe banis. 
It my be divided into mo olasses (i) motion of an electron (in an 
n-ty?e conductor) from an oocUpied donor site to an unoccupied 
:naibhbouring site that haa been produced by oompensation with accep-
tors, (li) a ooncentration at donors su:f"fioient for there to be a high 
dogree of eleotron orbital overlap between neighbouring sites, estab-
liah:i.ng a.n impurity band. 
The fint case implies a phonon-induced ele ctron hopping motion, 
and l~s boon described theoretically by Miller and .Abrahams (41). 
If' a 10t'1 concentration at donors ~ 18 partially oanpensated by NA 
acoeptors, an emrgf d:ift"erence ~ exists betl7een the (ND - N.A) 
occupied sites and the NA unoccupied ones, due to the local field 
produoed by nearby ionized aoceptors am donors. Considering onl.y 
the singlet ground states of tl~ donors, the activation emrtrl for 
boWing, I., ms calculated by Miller and J.brahama (41) to be 
•••••••••••••• 3.17 
N 
Tlhere K -= :6, and the second term 18 tba reciprocal of the average 
Nn 1 
separa.tion between donol"8, I' At a g1ven donor concentration the 
activaJ.;ion energy has a minimum value tor K = 0.5. ~ calculated 
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hoppin£; ::t1. te for silioon is g1 van by 
·.l~lOre p 18 the deneity, am. C tm volocity of longitudinal phonona. 
!t'be quantities a and b are tm perpenlioular and parallel radii at 
the electl"m orbi t respeotive~. They are given 'b7 a =\t"1, 
rulCl b ,,(~ J a, lobe be1ng tho obeerYed 1on1zation I!1rIIJr!'3'~b lor 
phoSl)horua~:ped. silioon a. = 21.1i and b II: 9.3 i. MyaskO"ilSld. (42) 
has extenled the oaloula tiona or ~11l1er am i~bmhama azx1. domon"J tm ted 
the.t obse:..-tatioll at higher impuriV oonduotiviV (at fixec1 Nn) tC4" 
donol~ baring a small valla3'""Ol"bit splitting is aooountable by the 
inolusion at the exoitocl states. 
TOO oomuctivity of a sample can be exp1'8ssed. by(43) 
3 
"'. 2: "'1 (0) axp [-~], •••• •••••••••• 3.20 
i II 1 leT 
uhel."8 &i is tlB aotivation energ at the :1 th oc:aluotion process, am 
CTi (0) is tm extrapolated. value d CT:!, tor , ... O. E:1 is the tamUw-
donor i0ni3ation energy, e2 is an aotivation emrgy in tlB inter-
uedie.te ooncentration ranae f4 uncertain origin, am e, is the hopping 
o1¥3r{!3 A. D.C. 1Il86.8U1"eIlBnta of the o0n4\1)tivity(lt4,lt-S) have aho\m fair 
agreement in the exper1mental 8, with the theCll'ies of }~tt aDl laller 
o.nd 1.brahama. Jleaauraaant at the effect of bopping upon the aoaplex 
oonductivity at n-type sWoon at low tempemtuNa (46) showed a 
frequenoy dependence - 00 0.8 in the range 102 - 1 r:? Hz. / .. polarization 
model is uaed, in which the application of an electric field altero 
tls potential around the minority impurity in a time - hopping time. 
By a?plying a ourrent at 105 lIs .Amitq end pollak(47) bave attempted 
to measure a Hall voltage whioh could be attributed to the hopping 
conduction, ncme _laS apparent. Photon-induced hopping has alao been 
observed (48,49). In the microwave ani far-int'ra-red regions the 
absorption has t'rn> contributions, a direot absorption without phonon 
part;icipatian, plus a direct absorption aocompanied by the emission 
of a IS ing1e longLtucU.nal aoousti oal phonon. 
Eri.dence tor the influence at hopping upon EeP .R. speotra is 
given by tTUson (50), in the lin«r.i.dth deorease vdth inoreaaing donor 
concentration in oanpenaated gemanium. Tbe line na.rrc:rr1in8 ma oon-
sistent with the application at Miller anl. Abmhams t hopping rate to 
the standard motional. na.rra;ring equation (see Equation 2.41). 
Zhurkin et sl (,51) teve observed a a1m:Uar l.1new1dth reduot1on in 
sUioon, e..nd have pointed out that at fixed ocmpensation ratio am 
inol"'easing donor ooncentration, the hopping and exobange energies 
u:Lll be comparable at aCIDS point. Microwave double resonance 
experiments on ionized impurity paire (,52) have oontimed the theoret-
ical oona:iderations of tle b.ydrogen-l.1ke moleoule-ion approximation (53) 
the fluotuating field due to hopping causing tlB change \d.tb t1ma of 
the bond:ing and anti-bonding states. Tbi ooupling between the 
nuclear spina of the isotope 81.29 8Zl4 the lattice bas been stlil1ed by 
Jerome a.r.d Wint8r(54). They oonolWle that the hopping motion 
modulates the dipolar ooupling of tne eleotrCllio spina and the nuclear 
-J+l-
spills, effecting a direct relamtion meobanism of the nuclear Zeeman 
levels. 
~1}]e aeoond category at impu...'"i ty conduction can be described in a 
manner simUar to the tight-binding app~tion (bearing in mind 
distribution 
the aperiodio Mo""_ ot the do:."lOrs or acceptors), in that an impurity ,. 
band, or continuum of electron statea,1Iill be tormed idth increasing 
concentration (i.e., decreasing separation) ot donors or aoceptors, 
the Ilidth of this bard increasing untu it merges with the nearest 
intrinsic baIld, at which point 61 iii O. Mott's criterion tar the 
transition concentration at tho band fomation is glven by 
•••••••••••••• 3.20 
1, 18-3 Hence tor phosphorus-doped s:U1con, ao :. 1 6 N H 2.10 am • 
i.leXLUJder and Holcanb (55) have reviened the data available on 
this trarusition. Hall eti'ect,N.!4.R., and E'p.R. measurements at lcm 
temperatures confirm that the transition take:s place in the ranae 
2.5 - 4.0 • 1018 am-'. It is thought that the transition occurs at 
3 • -1018 cm-', the distribution in each technique being accounted tor 
by a Poisson distribution of local donor denaities. Matt's h1Po-
thesis appears to be supported it" due account is taken of th:!a dis-
tribution (56) • The donor concentration at -rrhioh the impurity baD:l 
rorgos i7ith the conduction band (or the Fermi level reaches the c0n-
duction bazld) has been t.5.ml.y identified to be at 2.1019 .-3. The 
(57) presence of localJ.led magnetic IDOIII8nts ,baa been augguted to 
occur in the :1ntel"lll8diate concentration l'ange. Th1a is not supported 
-lIo8-
by static masurements of the spin susceptibW.ty(58), which are 
thoughl; to pJ'08ent C01'O ACourate data than tmt determined trom E.P.R. 
~10 other theoriea tor this region mve been advanced (i) the D- band 
model (59), and (11) an. "inhomogenei:tv" model, in which the impurity 
states are regarded as spatial mixtures of tm metallic and non-
metallic regiona (60) • !he second model is thouaht to account tar the 
dif'terenees obsened in the suacept1bili ty determined trom E'p.R. and 
static techniques, in that the para - ani dia-mgnet1c susceptibilities 
tor the tno phases will S\8 in difterent tashiona. The aotivation 
energy 4a is postula. ted to arise trom a band :f"ormed by thcs e eleot1'On8 
in the excited ~genic states of those dollOrs in non-metal11c 
regions. 
3.6 po~tion Electron Resonance 
The first reported observation of' R.P.ll. in silicon (61) in 195.3 
18 
'Was of oOllduct1on eleotrona in a aa~e oontaining - 2.10 phosphol\U!l 
donal'S am -.3 • 
Since the avera.ged g taotor is iaotropic, powdered samples DIl\Y 
be conveniently used. This prevents mioravave oavity damping, ani in 
order that the J.1neshape is not distorted the ooOO1tioo impoaed by 
Equation 2.42 is nozmally adhered to i.e., a 1"8Qu:l.rement to WODe with 
powdered samples having a thiolaless leas tban tour t1mes the c1l.aaaioal 
skin depth. Thia powdering of' tm sample gives rise to aur.f'ace 
state lines(10,62-~), tm moat prominent laving a s-value of 2.006. 
lJ'ortunately it mq uauall3' be removed by etching the sample. Bsoct 
measurement. by Xoc1ezoa (65) on rod shaped aamples of phoaphorua-cloped 
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silicon in the concentration range 1017 - 1019 em-3 111lUoated that 
the J.inealapes 1:8re cona1atent with the Dyson th8017, el though to 
explain tm inOOll8iatenoy between the di.tfuaion time TD (see Section 
2.8) de~ved by line-fitting and that calculated from the mobUity, 
a model 18 proposed in which two types of electronio motion are 
possible, namely rap:ld action in an impw."ity cluater alld slow tran-
ai tions be~1een the cluatera. 
The importanoe of the apin-orbit ooupling of conduction electrons 
18s aJ.zo~ been mentioned (see Section 3.1). Elliott(6) baa aoown 
that through this intemotion a meaban1am .s..w tor tbI conduction 
electron spin-lattice relaxation, in that relaxation can occur during 
the scattering of eleotrons by both phonozw and ionised impuritiea. 
The lonGitudinal. and tra,lWverse relaxation times T1 and T2 aq be 
ec.:uated ill this oontext, sinae at the temperatures at interest the 
:f'reCjuency characteristio of the phonona is very mob greater than the 
Lamer ireguenqy so that to the spina the surroundinga appear iao-
tropio (66) • Elliott demonstrated that tm JDClIII8ntum relaxation time 
'" is related to the s piD-la ttioe relaxation ti118 by 
•••••••••••••• 3.21 
where Ag is tm c1.eTiation of the g value :f'l'CIIl the free spin value. 
.f 
At high temperatures phonon scattering dominates and thera:f'ore .... !r 
approxiDate~. Using a dUterent approach, Yatet(67) ocmaiOerecl the 
phonon modulation at the eleotrcm spin-orhit 1nteraotiOl\ and aeduoed 
-fJ)-
•••••••••••••• 3.22 
in atp:eoment mth the results of Lancaster, Van WJtk am Sohneider(68) 
at temperatures a.bove 77~ 
},tOst of the more reoent papers on oarnuction eleotron resonance 
in phosphorua-doped silioon la.ve been devoted to spectral. changes 
apparent rrith increasing Nn at certain tixed temperatures. Ma.r.\Y of 
tm results a.re discussed. \d.th respeot to the degeneracy temperature 
at a. particular caloentration, or vice versa. ~ temperature is 
defined through the consideration that at the lowest temperatures the 
conduction eleotrons ulll occupy states over a baDltddth of (E;r - Eo), 
i7he11 e ~ and 10 are the hrmi and oondlot1on b8Dl energies respeotive~. 
This is eqmted to kTdeg' or numerioally 
I. -11 I Ta.eg ::I "f'.2 • 10 llae.g , •••••••••••••• 3.23 
iThore ~g 1. the de&9M-07 eleotron oonoentration, aDIl ~4eS ia ~ 
degeneracy temperature. 
In a. serles ot papers Kodera ms daous sed the ef'tect of doping 
on the speotrum over the conoentration range 1.1017 - 5.1019 ol1t' at 
room and liquid nitroaen temperatures. .A 8UIIIIJIarY (69), ooncludes 
that at room temperature the concentration dependenoe of the spin-
lattice relaxation time 15 related to the Brodca-HerrJ.ns relaDtion 
time for ionized impurity scattering. B.r oaapar.tson at 77Ox. the 
line\7idth displays a m1n1mum at a oonoentmtion at 1.8 • 1018 .-3. 
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The lineshape is Lorentzian in both ca.aes, the g value decreasing 
monotonicaJ.ly at roan temperature, but decreasing "nly above 3.1018 
=t3 at 77~ ~ese latter figures TJJB:Y be canpared with ndeg of 
19 18 -3 2.1 • 10 and 2.2 • 10 em respectively. Thua below these concan-
trations the electrons are non-degenerate, but, in particular, above 
18 -3 0-. 2.2 • 10 em at n A the electrons are degenerate and J'1'JB3 move in 
the OOllduction or impurity bands. Bel0\1 th1a ooncentration Kodera 
proposes that electrons are "localized" within clusters at increasing 
size. He notes there is no change in the ratio ~ (see Section 2.2) 
~Hpp 
i7ith oonoentration, although the ratio is observed to change tran 
1.55 to 1.78 on cooling to 7i'K ~ep == 1.73 tor a Lorent.lian Una, 
md 1.18 far a Gaussian). Similar measureuents by Granaoher an:l 
Czaja (70) are in general agreement with Kodsra (69), but they conclude 
that the importanoe of electronic motion in the impurity blnd at n~ 
CAUses the Elliott theory to be inappropriate at this tempemtu1"8. 
J.t the t\70 above temperatures Kodera (71) studied the absorption 
intensity, contiming the above model, qualitative agreement alone 
be:1n.s toUlld at concentrationa greater than 5.1018 em-3 at n~. 
The g value var1atiQll with ooncentzoB.tion is remineacent at that 
obsel"ed in InSb (72), where the tomula at Both at al (73) ~or the S 
faotor in terms at tbe etteotive III&8S, refleots the increasing rum-
parabolioity ot the conduotion band. u1th increasing ooncentration r4 
donora. 
b transition tran the obael"'lation of the ~r.r1lJe linea &lane 
to conduction electl'ODa alone with increasing ccmcent:ration of 4oD01"B 
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at liquid helium temperatures is reported in several papers (74-76). 
Maeka':7a ani Kinoshita (74) describe the gradual growth of a vdde 
central line as the cluster size increases, the hJrper.f'ine lines 
disappearing at a phosphorus concentration of 7.1017 om-3, a value 
in a(;;l'eement with that estimated the oreticall.y(56) • Measurement 
of J"ha exclnnge interaction energy for clusters of small mabel'S are 
in agree:mnt 17ith those ot Jerome and Winter as described in Section 
2.9b. Just prior to the disappearance ot the ~e~1ne lines a 
transi·~ion region is observed in uhich the central line grows in 
L"ltensity but decreasee in width. !l.'he combined effects ot hopping 
am exchange are postulated to account tor this. In the region 
17 18-3 7.10 - 3.'j 0 em this line narra78 conatderably fran ~pp iN 4 
gauss to 0.4 6!LUSS. The analysis here is similar to that for 
gell:l8.n1um(50) i.e., hopping, the linen1dth being given by 
•••••••••••••• 3.24 
where the terms have been previously detined. fA is tound to be in 
the range 4 - 70,;. i.e., 0.34 - 0.60 rr»V. Intensity measurements 
are interpreted to suggest the existence of anti-ferromagnetic coup-
ling betr1een the donor ale ctrona • Id.fetime bl'Oa4en1ng of the line 
ocours above 3.1018 am-3 due to motion in the impurity \and. No 
change in g values tor these measurements at X bani (9.3 GHI) was 
noted throughout the ooncentration range. 
ObserV'ation(75) at speotral oiwlges at a higher frequency, 
46 <a., and £l. lower temperature, 1.5~, illd10ate that :1n a aample uith 
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ND N 2.5 • 1017 om-3 a broad baokgrourd line 1a app1rent in addition 
to the lvPer.f'ine, two, three and four donor oluster lines and is 
shiftod to the lou field sids of tm centre of the ~ertine lines by 
1 0 ~US3. 'i'iith increasing oonoentration this line inoreases in size 
8l1d llal"ro\IS 'While moving oloser to the oentre of' the original hypel'-o 
18 -3 f:iJle lines. J"t 1.7 • 100m WO lines are apparent, one lying 
at tte oentml field. 18 -3 Above 2.10 em a singls line is observed 
inoreasing in d.dth 't'Iith donor ooncentration. Tm shtrt in the 
broad background. line is thou{jlt to be due to a ferromagnetic exoha~e 
inJ"eraction betueen clusters at donors Vlhioh are within theJUelves 
ooupled nnti-ferromagneticallY. At the higher oonoentrations the 
central line is assooiated with electrons in the impurity bam. 
At liquid helium temperatures K.odera (76) noted the obmges in a 
central line with oonoentration. This line uaa Lorentsian shaped, 
and had a oOMtant g value equal to tlat detemined by Feher(10) of' 
1.99875 for oonduction eleotrons, am c1i:t'terent to that tor the l'o'Per-
fine linos. He concludes therefore that the line does not arise f'raD 
exoln nee coupling, but is due to motion in clusters as previousq 
advanced. far Meller tempemtures. 
Lancaster, Van 11'yk and Sclmeider(68) noted a lUlfnli.dth increase 
in some samples as the temperature deore&aed balm approx1mate1.y n~. 
An o:cder of magnitule calculation 8SSum:t..ng relaxation via 'pin-orbit 
coupling to the donor impurities resulted in a l.1nr.d.dth approximatel3 
ten times too large, althouEP the tempemture dependence would be 
correct. In Chapter 6 an account is glven at an eUJI1'hation at 
samples in this temperature region below nOg, but above 20~ where it 
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18 possible to observe the spectral cmnges occurring in samples 
o 
exhibi tine; lWPert'ine structure at 20 K. The reaul ts are dis cussed 
vdth respect to various tlwtor.J.es. 
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In Chapter 2 the condition for resonance was described. The 
means by which resonance ma:y be observed will now be cona:idered, and 
a theoretical estimate produced tor the sell8itiviv of tm resulting 
speot~~0JD8ter. In conolusion, various speotl'aD8ter systems and com-
ponents ii1ll be discussed. 
4.1 ~t~duotion 
A paramagnetic sample Ulum1nated with eleotromagnetic mdiat:1on 
of angular frequency ~o w.Ul absorb energy at the resonant magnetio 
f'ield H given by Equation 2.3, 
o 
•••••••••••••• 4.1 
The aV8:i:'B.g8 pOiler absorbed per unit volume from a linearly polarized 
field is given by Equation 2.13, 
p = ~o ~ X", •••••••••••••• 4.2 
umre the symbols have been prerioualy defined. The d1aouasion in 
this cha.pter t7ill be devoted to the c cmsideration at parer abso llltion, 
but tlle techniques are, in general, appl10able to dispersion also. 
In oreer to maximise the pcmer absorption Equation 4.2 auggests 
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the use of osoillating agnatio fields of large amplitude ani high 
frequenoies, the latter demanding high magnetio fields. The state 
at development at these recpSrements has led to most advances in 
E.P.R. being mde at miorouave frequenoies in the range 9 to 35 GHs. 
Fort\.U'lD.tely, techniques available at these frequenoies have enabled 
some enhanoemEn t of the magnitude of the osoillating magnetio fields, 
for instanoe by using a resonant; cavity. 
Several assumptions w1ll be made in the anal.yais which tollcms. 
They al.'e, a oondition of non-saturation, and a aample small in OaD-
parisOl1 to a wavelength and placed in the JIlsxhunm ~ field. 
4.2 Jteso!WtLCavi ~ .9.. ~s .Aasocia te4...&th Ab801i,tion 
The pouer absorbed at resonance will reault in a ohange in the 
guality rueter Q of tis cavity, where tle Q at the oavity into wh1ch 
a parauaB11Stio sample 18 plaoed is given b,,(1) 
Q = CAb --- ------, 
Average Power Dissipated 
1/11x J ~ /IV. 
= Q) To 
o -----,-- --
Pi + t Gb Jv ~ X" dVs 
1 
•••••••••••••• 4.3 
.. ihere P1 is the power dissipated in the oav1V in tlB absence at a!\y 
paramagnetio 1olse., V s 18 tla sample volume, and V 0 the oaviV volume. 
Assuming that the paramasnetie leases aN amall compared with Pi' 
then 
CAVITY ~ 
...-------" ~-I ------":1--- 0 
MAGNET 
KLYSTRON 
'MAGIC 
KLYSTRON 
DETECTOR 
~ 
FIG.4.1 
Transmission Cavity Spectrometer. 
TEE~ 
4 
2 
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CIRCUIT 
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3 
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/ 
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FIG. 4.2 
Reflection Cavity Spectrometer. 
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Q :II Q (1 - 4?t 
o 
Jv ~ X" dVs 
. ) 
Iv ~ dVc ' 
• 
•••••••••••••• 4.4 
uhicil ~ be wn tten 
•••••••••••••• 4.5 
giving •••••••••••••• 4.6 
l1here Q
o 
is the 04viV Q in the abaenoe of pare.magnetic losses, and 
T) is the dlling tactor, which is a measure at the traotion f4 the 
microuave energy- i1ithin the cavity that interacts with tlB sauple. 
4.3 TYpes, ot Speotrometer 
.Aa previoual.y indicated resonant cavities are usually uaed in 
E.P.R., and the mode ot their us~ all«ts the classification of moat 
spectl'ODl8tera into one or wo types, T:m.nam1asion Cavity, or 
Reflection Cavity. 
(a) Tran!!ission Cavitl Spectrometer 
~ :La shown in a simpl1tied torm in lrig. 4.1. A reflex 
kl.ystl"On produces ooherent microwaves which are ooupled into a cavity 
via a amaJ.l hole OZ' 1rJ.s. Likewise, power 1a ooupled out to t. 
detector, which 1a usually a silioon OZ' gemanium diode. The eample 
is placed within the cavity at a position of maximum microwave JDaptic 
tield, consistent with this 1'1eld being perperKlioular to the st~ 
field 'I1ithin whici1 the cavity is situated. At resonance, a decrease 
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in the J?C1.1er detected 'ilill be obse1'9'ed due to absorption by the sample. 
(b) Reflection. ~vi ty Spectrometer 
Detection e1'tecienoy ma.y be leriously limited by an inability to 
ch..-mge the pOiler inoident upon the cavi V am detector independently, 
as e.bOV'e. In order to OV'ercCIDS this, use is nacle ot a retleotion 
cv.vity, Fig. 4.2. 
The main elellllnt of this system is the "Magic Tee" which has the 
propel"'V, that it arms 2 and 4 are matched i.e., no power 18 renee-
ted, all the power incident iTithin am 1 will be divided eqUBl.13 
between theM arms, and no ~er will reach am 3. Tbia d.ilion 
of pQ7er ia true tor al'\Y incident arm prorlding a a1aUar l)'lDIII8tr,y 18 
adopted. 
If' attenuation is now remo" trcm &%'II 2 paver w1ll be reflected 
and ce.n ti18n reach the detector, 10 bialing it to a point ot optimum 
ef'ficienq, without altering tbe power couplecl into tha canty. When 
roSOZl8.nce occurs the cavity impedance oban8ee, 80 that pm-/er 18 
reflected, am hence detected. 
4.4 ;Qj.terpdmti9D SJf. t.ht .&laUiI;1.iE of A Ben ogA1..on Qu1R 
§p!cj;~~.!:'!p: the. §ye._9L~.4 ~D!1: NoMe 
A resonant cavity is the micronye analogue of a radio-tzoequenoy 
tuned crlrcu1t, ani equivalmt o1rouit. may be sployed in tm detenuin-
ation at optimum operatill6 oolKlitiona tor various contisurations ot 
miaro:mve a.i/f)S.ratua. The theoretical aspeots at BeP.R. spec~meter 
sensitivity have bean diaouaaed. extenaivel.1' b,y yarious authon(1-12). 
lilre the analyaia at Feher (1) 1& followed tor a retlection oan:tvr 
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plaoed in one am of a magio tee miol'O'mlve bridge, am cana1der1n8 
the case of a linear dete~Ol" (rectified orystal current proporCi1onal 
to the square root of the miol"O'Wa'f'e power ino14ent), :3uokmaster and 
Dering (13) obtain 
flV 1'8f'1. 
v 
x" ~ Qo •••••••••••••• 4.7 
whe~ + and. - refer to the degree of o~ling of the oavity to the 
external '~1aveBUide, AT retl. 18 the change at voltage at the deteotor, 
and V is tile voltage available at the in-l?ut am at the magio tee. 
nyquist (aeG Van del' 3181(14») baa sboml that tar a system of 
internal reaiatanoe Ro' tel'mirlated by an equal resistance, the root-
JDSaD-aquare (R.M.S.) noise voltage generated at tempemture '1, 18 
nhere bt ia the bandu1dth ot the a1Stelll althoUib a receiYer matolled 
to an impedanoe Ro baa an equivalent ~e voltaae at it. ~put ot(10) 
•••••••••••••• 4.8 
t. 
For too l1m1t of deteotib1J.ity' X min' tba E.P .11.. signal lJT retl. 
is eqU;..\1;ed to this no1ae volta".. Henoe 
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•••••••••••••• 4.9 
But for a matohed. generator 
p = - •••••••••••••• 4.10 
o ll. 
o 
rlhel.'9 Po is the avaUable power at the osoillator. Combining 
Eqw;.tioM 4.9 am 4.10 glves 
1 (lc!ltJt)~ 
"min = i..············· 4.11 X "T)Q P 
o 0 
This expression JJe3 now be converted into a more uset'ul torm by' 
assuming tl8 sample exhibits an unsaturated Lorentzian line at Ho' at 
peak to peak width All ,and obeys the Curie Lnw. pp Thus 
......... ~.12 
where l'T
min is the mul1DN11l nUmber at spins obserYable in a aample at 
vol\.1t19 Va at a tempemture Ts' of "8 factor" g, ani at spin S. 
It is now usual. to state the semitiv1tyaa the m:1n:1mum n\1lllber at 
spins observable per unit limmidtb, tor 1 milliwatt incident upon the 
cavity, am for a baDlvr.ldth at 1 HI.· Therefore, me1c1ng the tollow-
ing assumptions ~. = T = 300~, Ho • 12.5 kilOp.U8S, Po • 2 m::I.l.l1watt, 
g =- 2, I = i and 14 • 1 HI, yielda 
V 
HI All • '.1 101.3...1.... • ••••••••••••• 4.1.3 
pp ~o 
KLYSTRON 
BUCKING ARM 
MATCHING 
UNIT 
FIG. 4.3 
Reflection Cavity Spectrometer 
usmg a Circulator, 
MIXER 
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I:t the use of a cylindrical TEOll cavity is 8.ssumad tor which (15) 
•••••••••••••• ~.1~ 
and the caYity has a diameter of 1.09 em, ani length 1.26 om, exhibit-
ing a Q at 5000, tmn 
o 
.J 8 -1 N/LUi a 9.10 spina gauss • 
pp 
•••••••••••••• 4.15 
Thus an expresai.on baa been deduced, Equation ~.12, tor the 
minimum number ot obse"able IIpinS, am trom th1a an order ~ mag-
nitude of detectibiJity has been calculated. 
A. circula'bor uaed in ple.ce of the magLo tee otten higher sen-
sitivity ainoe all the p0t7er reflected from the oavi. at resonance 
tdll pasa 1D the deteotor, as shown in l'1g. 4.3. laullcDar(16,17) baa 
dis cU'lsed this point, am aug •• ted various JD10rcmave oirCl11.ts in 
nhioh "iohis component my be used. 
To thia point the introduction of noise into the system ather 
than the rmal no1.se ms been negleoted. ~ JIaY be oorreoted by 
• multiplying Equation 4.8 by the sqwmt root of a Noise Jaotcr 'H 
(>1 ), ':!hioh w1.1.1 be diaouaaec1 later. 
The various tame of Equation ~.12 will now be oonaiderecl, includ-
ing thoil.· interdependenoe, an1 conaequent opt:lm1JSation. 
~.5 Faotops to, be Me""" IE. (V s' '1, Qo and .0) 
The tilling faotor 1') is a function at the ratio of tbt sample 
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vol.ume va to oa:Yity yol\1lD8 V 0 mitigated by' a faotor which describes 
tht 111-" of tbt total miorowave _patio tit14 in the cavity interact-
iz\g llith t~ mapt1c aample. Becauae or 1h1a, a sample 18 .:l~ 
plaoed in a oarit~ wbe%18 the miorowaye maptic field is stl'Onpst 
and ID08t un:1tom. Since moat magnetic samplea exhibit cJ1eleetl'1o 
loaa, there is an optimum aample 8i •• tor- maldDNII sellllit1y1ty, tor aa 
the sample sis. is inoreased, there is an inoreasing interaotion with 
tre mioro~7ave electric field and tlB dielectrio lola inGreaae., am. 
this 1n turn redueea the total Q at a cavity. 
Feher(1) haa shown that tor a rectangular TlI10 mode oay1ty the 
optimum aample aize when plaoed on an em plate, 18 .uch that the 
total Q ot tm cayi ty 111 tb aample i. one tlJilod leas than the Q nlth-
out the sample. He alao points out that the analyai. 1. ~ valid 
as long aa the noiae 1a DOt a tunotion ot Q
o
' aDd. tt. t the sample is 
not saturated. 
b t'requenq depemenoe tit Equation 4.12 baa been atlaU.ed b7 
poole (15 ), and is aUlDJlll.r1ze4 in Table 4.1. Jlor the usual expen.n-
tal situation in wh:l.oh there is planv of sample ayailabJa, an1 the 
limiting faotor 18 tl8 amount that can be put into tha cavi" without 
al)Fr801ably l~el'ing the Q, at oonatant incident pc7lIer, a factor of 
tuo inorease in frequenqy producea about a taotol' of tlree increase 
in aensitivity. Whereas tor a coutant aample aille (e.g., aDaJ.l 
sinGle o~:-Y8te.l) and a ool'l8tant microwave power, a faotor of tan't7-
wo increase for a similar t:eguanay r.1ae would be expeotec1. Asain, 
no account be1ns takBn of mue in the 811tem or detector. 
Automatic trequenoy contzrol 18 normll.y applied to the ~ye 
V1 
, 
3 1 P.S.D. 
r 
SIGNAL OUTPUT 
2 
V2 REFERENCE 
FIG. 4.4 
Phase Sensitive Detector. 
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SCllrce in order to stabilize the frequency to tlnt of the sample 
cavity, or to a very high Q reference oavi't\Y. An extensive liBt of 
rei'el"e110eS 18 given by Hal"ley(18), the most popular system being that 
due to pom1d(19), and its moditication by Tuller, GaUcmay and 
Zafi'al'lUlOS (20) • 
4.6 ~.,g.1:s>ra to be ~!& (Ta' T and6f') 
A decrease in the tempemture of the IIC.mple Ts will both increase 
the povler absorption i.e., lowering Nmin' and the cavity Qo' assuming 
both are '\11 thin the refrigerant. It is not ueua1 to lower the 
te!llJ?ere.ture of the detector, although thLs would produoe a ae.naitivity 
inCJ."ellse. 
To reduce the noise factor of the syatem (as will be disoussed 
in Section 4.7) it is usual to modulate the magnetio t~ld Ho at SC1D8 
frequency 8S3 t
m
, \Yploally 100KHz, such that from the miOl'Owave 
deteotor there 18 a voltage whose amplitude ani phase it 18 desired 
to measure. J~ Phase Sensiti'Ve. or Lock-In, Detector 18 designed to 
do just thla, and mil' o1r~ita have been 8U6!8stecl (21-31), the moat 
COl'!lr.lOn to date being due to Schuster(21). 
The baaio phase sensitive deteotor is shown in rig. 4.4. Suppose 
tlnt the rete2."enoe voltage V 2 = V 0 cos 2 'K f'mt ani the signal voltage 
is Vi • V s oce (2?t t.t + tJ), then the d.o. output 18 
•••••••••••••• 4.16 
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tt the referenoe phase is chosen to make 'I = 0 then 
Vel • i V V. o s 0 • ••••••••••••• 4.17 
Henoe this oirou1t 18 essentiall.y a mimI" with 8el'O 1ntermecl1ate 
frequenq (i.t.). 
Rob1naon (10) baa Uarm a oomparison between the etteotive noiae 
baDi1.7idth on'ered by' a phase senaitift deteotor, am atraiBt1t reotifica-
tion. Suppose there is a aignal at tm at lcncmn phaae in a background 
of noise, in a bandw1dthA:t
m
• I:t th:l.a input is reot1t1ed and the 
reaultant d.o. outiput applied to a _ter ot bandwidth Af'b' the efteoU" 
bardrTidth at tl'a system is (2A :tmA:tb)i. 'Whereas the efteotiye noiae 
be.ndl."1dth of the phase sensitive deteotor is A:tb. 
If the follol71ng ia taken as an eample, Atm. 2 Iafs, am Arb • 
1 Hz, then the simple deteotor baa At e:tt • 63 Hz i.e., a 6,.told improve-
ment for the phase sensitive deteotor. 
4. 7 ~~.I9.1!!..~ct2£.'" 
Noise will be introduced into a apeot1"CllD8ter at DI8I\Y poiute. 
Dosch and Gambling (32) haYe pertal"lll8d a detailed II t\qr o:t noise in 
mioro't7ave porler sources an4 lave shown that the sideband noise ap80tNID 
oonsists ot oontributions trcm (i) background noise, (11) amplitude 
modulatioo (a.m.) !lOise, am (ill) ireguenq moc1ulation (f.m.) noiae. 
They have ahO\m that the l' .m. noiae 18 the dDlDinant oontribution in 
kl.ystl.~ at si.debaDl frequencies below 10 JafI. 
A oontribution to this t .m. noiae 1, the result o:t eleotrocle 
suppllas to kJ3atl'on- whioh 40 not prov1c1e :14eal d.o. valta._. The 
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most sensitive electrode of a ref'lex k:lystron is the reflector llhich 
my lnve a frequency/voltage sensitivity 01" 100KHz volt -1 to 10 lafz 
volt-1• Using 1 MHz volt-1 as an example, a reflector supply \"dth less 
than 1 00 microvolts ripple is necesaary it it is required to ke~ the 
reflector supply induced t.m. noi.ae belw 100Hz. 
lttiol"Opbonics at the cavity due to its immersion in a bo:Uing 
liquid re:'rigerant, and edd3 currants iMuoed. in the mUla 01" the 
cavity at ltLgh modulation tields, both contribute to the noise of the 
system, prinoipally at sideband trequena:Les up to 500 Hz. S1m11arly 
microphonics in a1\Y part of the syatan u1l.l degrade the speotrometer 
sensitivity. 
b most important source of noise in the maJority ot spectro-
meters is the so-called Flicker. Noise in the point contact semi-
conductor deteotor (in this case being used as a III1xer). This wUl be 
d1a cussed further atter deduction of the torm of the Noise Faotor ~. 
Torrey am WhitmBr(33) detina the noise figure at a netwonc as 
dNa 
-80 1.-a 
S1 
•••••••••••••• ~.18 
uhere at is the increEntal noise to aipl power ratio at the input, 
and ~..; is a aimUar quantity at the output. tt it is usumecl tlat the 
input noise po\1ar ot a network 18 the Johnson bOise kTAt, then 
dNo • GJdb,t + (p - 1) GkTAt •••••••••••••• ~.19 
i7here G 18 the pcmv sa1n Ir. !'bis meaI18 the netwo* ad.da (I - 1) 
GkW to the amplitiec1 input. 
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Friis (34) developed a mthod to determine the overall noise figure 
of n Dasoa.d.ed netuorks, and sho~ 
•••••• 4.20 
From uhic:il it is ap~rent tha. t the noise figure of the first stage F l' 
is at particular importance, assUlJling the po\7er SlinB G1, G2 •••• are 
Jlopplication ot the Friis tcnula to the case in baDl gives Ft, the 
l1015e figure of the composite s~tem of mixer plus i.t. pre-amplifier, 
F'II------, •••••••••••••• 4.21 
Gel 
uhere Fd is the mixer noise figure at the partioular i.f. used, Gel is 
too conversion sain, tlhic:il is the ratio ot the power at the i.t. to that 
at the mi01"O':lave frequency (since Gd < 1, the reoiprocal is often used, 
L, the cOllVersion loss), am Fa is the noi ee figure of the i.t. pre-
If the toll~g detinition is adopted 
l'dGel II t, •••••••••••••• 4.22 
then tbia represents the faotor by which the miorowave mixer introduces 
more noise into tlB Ii6"stem than a Johnaon .ouroe at the same temperature, 
and lUI a oonsequence 18 usually oalled the Noise TEIIlperature Batie, or 
just Noise !emperature. 
To Equation 4.21 muat now be added the llOiae fiaure of the lclyatron 
L 
t 
F' 
t-
<Ii( 
a:: 
0.: 
1: 
l&J 
t-l02 
l&J 
II) 
(5 
z 
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The Dependence of Noise Temperature Ratio. 
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FIG.4.5b 
The Frequency Dependence of the Noise 
Temperature Ratio of Crystal Mixer I N23WE 
at Two Incident Microwave Power Levels. 
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i It• Thws the complete Noise Factor, F*, becomes 
•••••••••••••• 4.23 
or p1I I; Fk + L(t + Ja - 1). • ••••••••••••• 4.24 
The no1se temperature ratio ot the mixer is principally determined. 
by the Flicker Et'tect, although shot noise is present. Fliclc8r noise 
is thought to be due to trappin8 states, uhioh are more likely to arise 
at surfaces or interfaces, although bulk effecta are not precluded. 
Torrey and Whitmer(33), Strandberg, Jolmaon and Eabbach (35), Ingrem(4),. 
and Buckmaster ani Der1ng(13) mTe aho\7n that far a aquare law deteotor, 
t - 1 •••••••••••••• 4.25 
and tor a linear detector 
•••••••••••••• 4.26 
where Am, and "L are experimentally detem1ned parameten wb1ch clarac-
terize a particular cZ78tal Dd.xer. Hence the CCDDOn expreaaion at 
l11aker no1ae as lit noise". 
fiG. 4-.5& alJm18 the general C$78tal oharaoteriatioa (33), m:l 
Jig. 4.512 the 1"requency dependence of the noiae teaperature ratio at 
~·lO incident miorowaTe poneI' leTela tor a 1N23WJ1 OI"7Ital miDr(13). 
b minimuIa in the oremll noise figure at finite poweN, demonatra •• 
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the necessity o£ being able to sepamte1.y bia.8 the Cl7Stal mixer if 
easily eaturated samples a.ve being examined, a.s inf'erred in Section 4.3bo 
Fig. 4.5b nould suggest the use of as high 8Il. i.f 8 as possible, 
but this is counteJ:'-balanced. by the fa.ct that the noise of a given type 
of' iJ. amplifier increases ";lith frequency. Strum()6) has demonstrated 
that the noise figure of the mixer plus amplifier exhibits a bl'oad 
min1 mum in the 1'8 gian of' 30 MHz. 
liodula.tion of' tm ma.gnetic field Ho at this frequency 18 not very 
practical, ani broadening of' the resonanoe line can occur, brought about 
by a modulation of' the Larmor preoession frequency. lor a g = 2 
resonance, the neoessa1Y restriotion on frequency is 
6 f m « 2.8.10 A~ Ha, •••••••••••••• 4.27 
't7Ml."e Alii i8 the l1neuidth in gauss. Hence the narrowest lines tmt 
'2 
can be e:xam1ned, at tor example the foll~ing frequencies, are 
!!'qS.l~jl tion FreQuenoy, f m 
100 Ha 
100 KHz 
30 lniB 
4.8 ~hete£Od.me. Deteoticm 
M1niJyl I4.ne\1idth 
0.0lt- lW.lie;aus8 
36 M1llisauaa 
10 GaUB8 
This technique employs the m1xing of wo trequeno1e s in order to 
obtain a high i.f. (N 30 MHz) so that the neue t'i8'11'8 of the system DIfq 
Spectranete1'8 operating on this prinoiple D:3 be c11v:Ldecl into 
three t~'Pe8, viii. (i) two mioroi18.ve sources with autoua tio frequency 
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control beween them, (ii) very staW,ized sources, or (iii) one 
klystron. 
llhgla.nd and Schneider (37) f/ere tirst to use superheterodyne 
detection in paramagnetic resonance, and their spectraneter was ot the 
first type, as uere m~ ot the earlier on8S(1,5,8,38-42). 
i1hen highly stabUized micronave sources are used, the i.t. is 
devoid of drift because the sources are stabilized. This may be 
Q.2) 
achieved. by using for example the harmonic of a stable quartz osoil1ator~ 
or a phase locld.ng system(43-46), which may be capable ot locking the 
klystron frequency to within a tew cycles. 
A single-klystron sp8otl'Qmeter using superheterodyne demodulation 
res first oosorlbed by Llemllyn, Wh1ttlestone and YlUl1a.ms(47), who 
genel."ated the local oscillator po'W8r by frequency modulation ot the 
rrdcroi.1B.ve power source to produce a 10 MHz sidebanl which mos 
separe:~ed from tle oBrr1or by a system of resonant cavity filters. 
Sim:Uarly 45 MHz s1debanls have beED produced by a Cr.fstal modulator(481 
using a traction at the paler tor the local oscillator, the remainder 
being coupled to the cavity. Buckuaster and Der1ng(49) bave pointed 
out tm. t tailure to remove the modulation aidebania fran the signal 
pooer, or the oarrier and 0l'l8 sidebam trom the local osoillator power, 
trill l'8sul t in a degradation at the noise :tigure of the system, aM haTe 
descl'ibed their own speotraneter(50 ) which usea a ferrite single slde-
band senemtor to produoe the intermediate trequenq,y. Z_arts anl van 
Ormondt (S1)have also described a system \Bing only one ot the a1debaDla, 
and Patanker(52) haa demonstrated a variant on thia syatem, ua1ns 
double sideband demodulation. 
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4.9 ~ Naptic Field, Ho 
As pointed out by Coles (53) in his revieu at magnet ays tems for 
EeP.R., a spectrometer ccmprise8 tno virtually independent sections, 
namely the microwave system (inoluding the as socia ted ele otronios) and 
the magnet system. 
lor freqU3ncies at 9 GHs (X band) and 35 GHa (Q band), mgnetic 
} 
.~ 
1 
t 
·,1· 
1 fields at the order of 3300, and 12500 Sluss 1'8spectiveJ.y, are necessary r 
tor g 1:1 2 resonances. It 2 < g < 2 corresponding looer or hipr 
fields are required, and the -gnat must a180 be able to reach :fields 
sufficient to examine tdde lines. 
The magnetio field muat also be homogeneous over the sample volume. 
A rule of thumb is that the variation in the strength over the sample, 
Mlo' should be less than one quarter to one :fifth of the line u1dth 
~PP. Hence tar certain tne radicals which exhibit line widths as low 
1 
1 
as 20 mUl1~U8s at X band, a homogeneity of 5 mUl1t/1uaa is requ1red'i 
• 
. ' "~ , equivalent to 1 ppm. ~8 would be achieved uainB plane pole pieces at 
at least 81t diameter, am. parallel to mthin 1 01' 2 mcrona a01"OSS the 
diameter. Coned. pole pieoes rray be used to obtain higher fields with 
the same mgnet, but there is a reduction in the voluma exhibitizlg tbe 
same homogeneity. 
As pointed out in Seotion 4..6, 
by decreasing tba baDlvddth at the meter ~ollowing the phase sensitive 
detector. A newozk o~ variable t:1me (I) na tant ia D01'DBlly used, and 
tws it must be ensured that the stability at the lIaptic field dumng 
this time 18 ot the II8JIB order. Water oooled eleotroapts &1"8 
~ used, barl.ns sopb1at1oatecl ourrent oClOtrol oircuits, with j ,: 
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:t'acUities tor current/tield sweeps through tiB resonance. 
For :f'requencies higher than Q ·banl e. g., 0 balx1 (70 GHz), g I: 2 
rosonances require tield:s at the limit at electrc:e.gnets \lith tini te 
Slps and homogeneity, so that tiB tilmly arrival of superconducting 
magnets able to achieve 25000 gauss Vlith ease, has coincided with tm 
developI1l3nt at microwave componen ta able to provide sufficient power 
for use in E.P.R. 
4.10 ~ DiscussioB 
To th1a point ccnventional spectrometers have bem desoribed, but 
as uith any teohniCJle there are variatiana on a theme, which _11 non 
be brietly revie\1ed. 
For tl'a examination ot samples exhibiting high dieleotric l08S at 
mLcrorrave frequencies, e.g., metala, bi~ doped aemiconduotors, and 
flater, several spectrometers operating in tm hunc1reda at mephertz 
region blve been reported, and are reviened. by HUl and Wyard (54) • 
Collingwood and Vlhite(5S) lave au~sted the use at a helical resonator 
tor such speotrometers, so that convenience or use 18 improved, smaller 
resonators are p08sible, and a hipr Q can be aob1eved. for samples 
needing i:'r8.c1iation at the resonance frequenoy. 
Helioea have alao been used in plaoe at oavitiea at microave 
frequencies, aince modulation and optioal irft.diation ray be easily 
introduoed, and in double resonanoe experimEllta, the helix can alao 
serve as the N.U.R. ooU. Alao, aince the helix is broa4bancled, it 
18 not necessary to stabUise the aource &II preoisely as in the oavi'\Y 
case, and t.m. neue (32) becomes unimportant. It has been shom(9) 
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that about the same sensitivity as cavity spectrometers is attainable, 
provided the helix is no more than a few half wavelengths long. 
Webb(56) and Pearlman and Webb(57) discuss tm pmoticallities of their 
manufacture am use. 
Payne (,58) has used a 100 m:Uliwa. tt travelling wave tube in e. n self-
stabilised" QSoUlator-sp8ctrometer system, 17here the cavity :i.a the 
frec;uenoy detezmining elelDBnt of the feedback netuork. A directional 
coupler at the amplifier output is used to sample the microwave power. 
His system liaS able to achieve a sensitivity canparable to oonventional 
spectrometers, idthout frequency stabUization or superheterodyne 
detection. 
The usefulness of low-noise microwave pre-amplltiers for improving 
sensitivity has been eDJIlined by JDax\y, e.g., (59,60), who have ooncluded 
that the expected increase ra8 seldom yielded sinoe it waa d:l.fficult to 
avoid aatumtion etreets in the pre-ampl1f:ler. Buckmaster and Derlni61 ) 
have shoun that the use or a pre-empl:ltier 18 Juat1f'1ed onl3 if its 
noiso figure F < Ft (Equation ~.21), and its sain G > 102• They p P 
further indl caw that the ult1mate sensitiviv at any balamec1 bridse 
spectrometer is indepeDdeDt of the cavity Q and the microwave poner in 
the cavity, but 18 proportional to the square root of the produot at 
the output bandwidth am the standard deviation at the miorowave oso111-
stor f .m. noise speotrum, in the absence of aample saturation etfeots. 
Detector. other than oonventional ol)'stal reotifiers bave been used, 
the most colllDOn beil1g the bolometer (or barretter)(1,62). Because it 
baa e. lang response time, a field modulation trequeDDY of less than 1 
KHz 18 used, and although it can be as sensitive aa a Ol)'8tal deteotor, 
-n-
it is less otten used, pe.rtO.y due to its ease o~ "bum-out". Sohmldt 
and sOlomon(63), using a crude 'bolometer in intimate contact m.th the 
sample, have deteoted the temperature rise on rescmanoe, am predict a 
sensitivity of 106 spina fbr favourable samples (e.g., conduotion 
electrons in metals and semiconduotors) at liquid hellum temperature. 
Tunnel ani baolmard diodes, whim exhibit sreater reverse conduction 
than forwud, have reoently been used as deteotors. Tunnel deteotors 
offer & ~ noise "corner" as much as three decades in trequency be1w 
that of orystal deteotors, and an i.t. impedanoe in the range 50-150 ohma 
uhioh is compatible with standard tranamiaaion linea (64). Gezmanium 
backward diodes used as mixers at X bam are less noisy tlan OODV'eD-
tionaJ. diodes with low power local oscillators (65), although gallium 
arsenide baclrnard diodes tor millimetre wave applications exhibit ~ 
noise to frequencies app1'08ching 200 HHs (66). Hot carrier diodes, 
uh10h oonaiat at a rectifying metal-semiconductor contact or Schottky 
barrier, are also beg1nn:ing to be used aa deteotors, ani have & t noise 
"corner" ot the order of' 1 KHz. Indium antimonide has been used &a & 
photocond\l) ti ve deteotor in the mUl.1met1"8 and aub-millimetre reg1.on. 
Although practioa.lly leas c<mven1ent, sinoe a temperature of the order 
of' 4~{ and a magnetio tield at the order at 6000 Sluss is neoesaary(67), 
it has a short response time. 
Solid state microwave power sources am circuits are now becoming 
c()lllD8rciall¥ available. An X baDl sp8otZ'ClD8ter with a Gwm diode 
mo\mted 1naide the sample ca"i ty has been exhibited (68) • The t .m. 
noise 18 'IIOne than that at a kl7stron aloae to the carrier trequency 
but talls ott more rapidly with modulation trequenqy than that at the 
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klystron. Avalanche diode genemtora are also being developed, but 
al)1.in are noiaiel' tlBn klystrcms (69) • 
ll1hancement of the signal to noise ot a spectrum fIJB.Y' be achieved 
by .repeated soa.nnins of the spectrum, averag1ng the results in a 
compulier at average transients. .An increase of a faotor J 'I'I1B3 be 
obtained tor • s~eeps. This instrument baa also been used in spec-
trometers stud.)'ing transient paramagnetic species (70) • Glarum(71) has 
demonstrated that spectra resolution 'I1B3 be increased by simultaneously 
modulating the magnetic field Ho at tm (VPicaJ.ly 100 KHII), ~, , etc., 
\7hile oontinuing to detect at tmJ and laurier tranatom anaJ.ya1a(72) 
ms been used in tm interpretation at lip ecta smwin8 poorly resolved 
~r.f'ine structure due to several. nuclear species. 
The advantages oftered by uain8 a balanced mixer detector idll be 
discussod in the following chapter, suffice to &q' at present, that if 
at lou modulation frequencies the mJor noise source is the kl3Itron, 
sensitivity may be improved by using such a system. 
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l'ollouing a description at the oommercial spectrometer and varJ.ows 
small mod.if'icationa ubich Vlere made to it, an account will be given at 
its conversion to one with balanced m::l.xer detection. The proton 
resonance :frequency meter :for magnetic field JDeaSur8DBnt, type ot 
cavi'G.Y, ani 1m temperature techn1ques used m.ll also be outl..imd.. 
5~ 1 ~ ~J'Cial Saectrometer 
The spectraDeter \1aS a Hilger and \"fa tta Ltd. ESR 2 Q ·balXl 
U10X'0spin spectrometer(1). It operated 1n the wavelength l'anse 8.4 to 
8.8 DID, and il8S of the refleotion cavity type as described in Section 
4.3b, displqing tm E.P.Re s1S1l8l in many 'lV83s depending upon its amp-
litude. For large s16nals a video mode could be employed, when the 
absorption (or dispersion) signal was vier.ecl on an oscilloscope as the 
magnetio field Ho was swept at 50 HI about the resonanoe point. 'Iben 
higher sensi tivi V was neoessary, a ld.sh frequency modulation till at 
100}(Hz iTas avaUable, the :first derivative ot the l'Uonanoe CUl"'fe 
being traced by a pen recorder, 1n addition to the 08ollloaoope d1ap~, 
as the extemal magnetio field was slC7iVly swept. Combinations at tmae 
t~·l0 modes of display nare also possible. 
A block diagram of tm speotl'CllD8ter is shown in Fig. 5.1, ana. a 
system desoription will now tollou. 
(a) V- Kl.ntrcm.'!Jxt Autcptio_l'reguengy Contrg;J. 
.An E.M.I. R51lt-6 klyatron provided appro:d.m~ 30 m1]]1~.tta of 
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m:l.cror;ave paler. Its associated stabUized pcmer supplies had a 
reflector ripple voltage of approxin&telJ 12 Jill peak to peak, am s:inca 
the klystron had a trequency/voltage sensitivity or 2 MHz Volt-1 , t.m. 
noise I1a8 produced over a 'baniV7idth of 2lf. KHa. 
In order to taoUitate the tuning of the cavifiy to the klystron 
maximum pa76r point, or klystron tuning it tile cavity resonant frequenoy 
was not adjustable, a 50 Hz modulator was added into the spectrometer. 
Deriving its input fran the 'I' 8\1eep of the oscUloscope diaplq unit, 
approximatelJ 100 V of variable phase could be applied to the klyatron 
reflector. This was sutt'ic1ent to display a whole klystron mode, 
having a hal1'-pO\1er points uid th or 30 V, or 60 JJHz. 
Two autOlDatio frequency oontrol syatelJll were built into the spec-
trometer, one locking the frequency to an external high ~ canty and 
the otl1er locking to the sample cavity. Both were ot the modit'1ed. 
e<,:ual arm Pound type (2) using an i.f. of 45 MHz, and are sham in 
Fig. 5.1. For the extemal cavity system a stab1l:l.ty or 1 in 106 (35 
KHs in 35 GHz) l1as claimed at oonstant temperature. Succesaf'ul 
operation of the sample cavity system was not achieved, since look 
oould not be maintained when attenuation t7a8 removed from the oppoai te 
t'U'tl ot the magic tee in order to bias the signal mixer c17stal. 
The mic1'O\"lave frequency was monitored using a calibrated wavemeter. 
(b) Video Detectign 
The video pre-amplit1er was mounted in close proximi t.Y to the 
siana1 mixer orystal. It bad a gain of 20 dB (X1 01 ) am a bancbvidth 
of 15 Hz to 10 !HI, and ted the v1c1eo ampl1tier of the same baDltr.l.cl th 
but ot (7lin 80 dB (1104). Ita a sepamte proton J.'esOllaDce qstem was 
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uaed, a circuit modification at this point enabled the video ampl1tier 
output to be coupled into the Miorospin "Proton Resonance Ampl1tier" 
(or seoond oscillosoope 'Y' trace), ill1ch allO'Red the d1apJ.ay of the 
100KHz signal envelope when tlB field waa simultaneoualy mcdulated at 
50 Hz. 
(c) &sh FreQUene,y Deteotion 
A -100KHz oryatal-contra1.led oscUlator was able to :teed up to 4 
amps peak· to- peak into a loVl impedance mcdulaticn loop situated within 
the sample cavity (see Section 5.4). It also provided 10 V B..U.s. as 
a source tor a reference phase-abitter and amplifier. 
~ 100KHz p:re-a.mpl1t1er tla8 alao mounted 01088 to the si&nal 
mixer crystal. Ita input 1mpedanoe was approxiately 500 obu, provid-
ing DBtoh tor the SIMS sUioon mixer crystals used tlu-ougbout the speo-
trcxneter. These mixer 'Crystals bad aD OYerall dee f1gura ~ 17 dB. 
The pre-ampl1:tier had a double triode used in oaaOO<1e taah10n at the 
input, so that roughly, the sa1n of a a1nt1e pent04e was available, but 
only at the cost of the DOiae tigure or a triode, .:lnce partition no1. 
would not be present. !he amplifier provided a .in at or dB eX 2.2 • 
103), ~dth a baDiw1dth or 2.5 KHz centred at 100 KHa. 
The s1gral was tmn ted to the main ampl1f'1er auch t!at 1ncluaion 
at the ~e-ampl1tier (JAve an orsrall (!IIin of a pp1'Ox:1mately 128 dB (x 2 • .5. 
106), the baDlflidth recluoins to 2 KHz. Under these oCD11tiona tla no1ae 
or the amplitiera was proportional to 0., fII appearJ..na at the input to 
the pre-ampl1t:Ler, which waa equivalent to a pre-ampl.1t1er no1 .. f18uze 
at 7.3 dD, taking Equaticn 4.20 into account. 1'he output at the main 
ampllf'ier mtJ3 either be c11rec~ d1aplqecl on the oaailloaoope, or be 
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8\1itched to the phase sensitive deteotor. This was ot tm Schuater 
1yope (.;), having a pentode signal amplitier oonneoted in oaaoode nth a 
double triode, suoh that the ~eterenoe voltage was able to smtch the 
sipl betrTeen the anode loads of tm tr1odss. At the output of the 
phase sensitive detector an RC t1mB oonatant netwozk in the range 3 III 
seo to 6 seo provided the efteotive bamwidth of the sl'8tem. 
A Honeyuell "Eleotron1k" potentiOlllStr1o strip chart recorder of 
10 fiN sensitivi\y \'las used to provic1.e a permanent record. of the speotrum, 
V1hile simul taneoualy the speotl'UlD nas displ.a1ad on the osoillosoope. 
Repetitive slow field sweeps ot 5 seo duration, and single sweeps in 
the range 1 to 20 JDina were available. Sl~ sweep amplitudes were of 
10 to 250 Sl-uss, although this oould be inareaaed by uaing an extemal 
field Sil88p unit. 
Vlben the speotrometer sensitivity was measured at nay. using a 
knoun volume ot crushed 1.1016 em - 3 phoaphonJa-doped s11icon, With a 
cavity Q of 5000, am a bandtl1,dth of t Hz, a sipl to noi88 mtio of 
27:1 and a llnel1idth of 6.8 pUS8 resulted. ~ 'il&D equi't'alcmt to a 
881lSitivity of 2.2 • 1010 spu. puss -1. It this il converted to tl» 
o<Xldit ion8 apperta1nins to Seotion 4.... (assuming the l1new1dth does not 
chant;e) tbe sensi ti 11 ty becomes 
•••••••••••••• S.1 
This figure should be oompared with Equation It..iS inoreased by the nolae 
figure 00£ the sp8otrClD8ter -,.. Boaoh and Galllbling(lt.) aDd. Jolmaon, 
Smith arr:l Oalder(S) have shotm tbattor a ratl.ea ~tron the •• m. am 
t.m. noise porIers at 100 lQfz art the oarr1er &1'8 typioall.7 -11tO to 
-f!7-
-1 
-150 dB Hz • Hence tor 1 miJ.1itm.tt bias power onto the mixer orystal 
the klystron noise figure (6) Fk 1a 21 dB. Eat1mating the mi.:xer oomQl-o 
.ian'loss as 6 dB(7), gives 
•••••••••••••• 5.2 
Thus Equation 5.1 Dl8t be compared with 
2 10 -1 l' .10 spina sauss • • ••••••••••••• 5.3 
i'he non-attainment of tlBoretioal senait1uty f1J/J.Y be aooounted. tor by 
8uch tactors as miorophoni08 introduced by the intemal modulation loop, 
the diaor:1.m1natiCl1 of ~8tl'On t.m. noise by the sample caVity(S), and 
15 m:Lllim!.tta may have been an over est1ma te tor tlB power reaoh1ng tlB 
cavity. 
5.2 PlJ~ Mixer Deteotion 
To enable the observation of inhomogell80U8l;y broadened lines \D1der 
alorr passa~ conditions, weger(9) has ded.uoec1 restrioticma \7h1ch must 
appl3, and they inel ude 
•••••••••••••• S.4 
where the s;ymbols have bean previoual3 det:lDecl. Hence in the case ot 
pbosphorua-dopecl s!liGOn where 1011& relaxation times can be tCAJDd, hish 
modulation trequenc1u are UDtavourable. 
Thus JD041fioat1C118 to the apaotrCllll8ter were OOIIIDenoecl such tlat 
modulation frequencies below 100 ldfs llOul.cl be avaUable. _ 
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experimental advantage acc~ing, being that modulation caUs external 
to the cavity oould be uaed. Aa pointed out in Seotion 4.7 an inoreaae 
in date otor flicker noise would reaul t, as \'loWd the pov1er in the 
klystron sidebanda, so it was deo1ded to use a balanced mixer detection 
system(6,10,11). WUmahurat(12) baa demonstrated the advantaaea of tha 
bsJ.anced mixer caapared Tdth the unbalanced one rd.th decreas1ng 
modulation frequency. A further advantage ottered by this system 1& 
the ability to maintain spectrometer sensitivity with samples md.ah 
saturate at lou powers. 
The moditicationa to the spactrorm:rtGzo are shoal in Fig. 5.2. A 
magic tee \18.S used tor the balanced mixer, its con:t'iguration, and the 
phases at tlB lip]. and local oscillator (L.O.) waves are aho'W1n in 
Fig. 5.3. Note that if the mixer outputs are oambined in a push-pull 
fashion, :1dee lJ y, cancellation of the L.O. a.m. noiae will result. 
The input transformer to the 100 kHz pl'e-alDplitier was NlIDVed, and. 
three lWDUar coils uaed to construct the DlLtChing transtormer, care 
being taken to ensure that the d.o. am high trequency impeda.noea 81'8 
identioal, taking into account the derivation of the vi4eo and dec. 
outputs across one of the mixera. ill. th the mixer orystals availab18 
(again SDIB) a pair were found which wnen used ind1vidually gave lignala 
within 1" tor the same noise. 
It the anoWlt at L.O. noise 1~lion S, is det1nacl as the ratio 
ot t1B e:f':f'ective conversion loss tor the signal to that tor the L.O. 
noise, than (13) 
-- ---+ .. ~ .. ::. 
-- --'- ,-: - - - r-- .. Coo r-:-.~ 
f--- :.. 
-----------, 
---.-------
FIG. 
The ·Spectrum 
Electron Spins 
Silicon. 
5.4 
of 1'3. 1013 Conduction 
in Phosphorus -Doped 
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L t 2 
S= 
(~) + 1 
L i ~) -1 
uhere L1 ani L2 are the conversion losses of the two mixers. Thus :it 
Ii 
1'1 I, 
I' 
i' ;I 
Ii 
!j 
il 
i" II 
'I 
the difference between the losses L1 and L2 is less than, dB, more tmn il 
15 dB of noise 8uppression will be obtained. Sbigemoto(1lt.) 8ug89sts :, 
20 dB suppression to ]:)a typioal, resulting in a noise tigure degradation 
of 0.2 dB from L.O. noise for a 17 dB mixer noise figure. He fUl"ther 
emphasizes that t.m. noise will not be mppressed. 
The signal obtained from 1.,.1013 oc:o:1uotion eleotron spins in 
phosphorus-doped silioCll (as prep!Lred in a stanaard sample torm by 
Gere(15» is shom in Fig • .5.4. This speotrum was taken at Tf'K with 
a banh1idth at 1 ~5 HIs, the tie Ld markers being spaced by 16 sause. A 
sensitiviv at 6e1.1010 spina g,auss-1 is calculated. A.p.in oonverting 
to the conditiona at Seotion 4.4, leads to a sensi t1vity at 
•••••••••••••• 5.6 
The effective klJ'atral noise tiBUre in th1. oon:tiguratlon 18 governed by' 
leakage ot the balanced bridge oonta:ln1na tlle cavity. U8ing a figure or 
30 dB, end oaloulating in a similar taah10D to p-erioua, yields 
:fk • 3 dB. • ••••••••••••• .5.7 
The oomparati ve tigure tor tbe senait1v1v in this ca.. il 
•••••••••••••• S.8 
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The conclusion is reaohed therefore that at a modulation frequency 
at 100 1<Hz little t7as gained by using a balanoed mixer, apart from eas-
ing the tuning procedure to deteot either absorption 01' di.spersion. 
It 'Jes felt that in tm time interval from measuring the sensitivity of 
tl~ tm'be.lanced. system, there had been a degradation of the kJ.y8tron ill 
terms of power am noise, and thus scme noise suppression was acbiwed. 
Had time permitted the addition of 10fi :frequency modulation, it 18 felt 
that the advantages or t~ balanced mixer system would have beEil more 
cleal"ly demonstrated. 
5.3 ~ .. ~ptio l!tJ.A..!Pd iiL~U!Y.emt 
The !IlL gnetio field was produced by a Newport Inatl'\lDBnts Ltd., 
Type D, 8 inch, rotatable, uater-ooooled eleotromagnet. To achieve the 
neoessary field, allowing a pole-gap of 5.4 em for the metal oryostat 
tail, caned pOle pleces at semi-angle (,00 uera used. 
The TY.P8 C magnet power supply, by the S8J18 manufaoturers, uaed a 
3-phc.se ro~ generator to isolate it traa maina fluotuationa, and ilith 
turtm l' current atabilization achieved .t 1 in 1 rP over a period of i-
hour. This was equivalent to a field homogeneity of the order of 0.2 
gauss over a restricted voll.D8. In response to a linear voltage s't1eep 
tran the apeotraDeter to the power supply, a linear ourrent aweep oould 
be applied to tlB JlBpt, althou8;l magnet saturation prevented the field 
8tleep being linear with time, aa 18 evident in Fig. 5.4. 
The magnetio field ~ be measured in IIII!Il\Y wqa; two of theae 
methods \1111 be briefly diaousaed and a third more tho1"OUfIbl1, sinoe 
thta was the method uaecl by the author. 
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Calibrated samples or If g _%kera" are widely used, the most CIOJIIIDOJl 
being D'p'p.H. (16). In ita polyorystalline form it hal a g value fI 
2.00.36, an! a linel7idth ot approximately 2.8 .. uss, TbB" g _:deer" 
Us plaoed in 01oe8 proximity to the sample under stuc\Y, or at least in 
the same magnetic field. Copper sulphate, lithium l\Ydr:I4e, sup.r(17), 
phosphorws-o.opecl sUioon(1S), am a pornier of DIB%J6al18se-doped strontium 
o;d.de (-i 8), have also been proposed as • S markel'll n and as aamples able to 
be prepared to gLve a Imom number of spina. The last example 1411 
addi tionally provide 6 liMs at 1.6 puas mdth spread over & tiel4 
:range of 420 gauss. 
!rhe W3e at Hall plates has not been popular aa oana1.4erable pre-
cautions are neoessar,( to maintain temperature stabUiV. A s;yat8ll 
apr>licable to E.P.R. has been desCribe4(19), having an aoourao,y ot 
appl'Ox:Lmately 10-3, and CIla with an omer of mapltua.e greater aocuracy 
e:::hibited. (20). 14anutaoturers have inoorporated them into tha1.r magnet 
oontl"ol systems (21), and they have been used to measure the manetic 
field in a volume containing liquid helium(22,23). 
The earliest nuclear resonance oircu:1ta tor _petie fmld IBLSUl'8-
ment of Rollln (24-), an:l Pound. and Knisht(2S), \18re auperceded 'by that 
at RobinSal(26). This o1rou1t reigned supprtae for a corud.derab1e time, 
but baa been replAoed bY' tranaistorilsed oscillators (e.g., 27-31). 
The signal to noise ratio ot thele oscUlatol'll has been improved ~ 
frequancy modulating within tha line\71cltb, and '--inS phas. sendti .. 
detection(32,33). 
At roaa temperatul'8 tbB l'esonanoe ot pmtona 1a nor..l.l.7 obae"ed. 
They mq be :Incorporated within water (Tdt.h adclec1 1In(No')2 to NCluae 
t.ha spin relaxation 1iI1me), :rubber(3Zt-), or a ooapoaite aample('S) also 
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containing Li 7, uhioh having a 10\1er g faotor extends the fWd range ot 
tb3 osoillat.or. Dy uaing Cs133 (}6), ].1119 and. Na,23 (37), the teohniqua 
cc.n also i.>e used at liquid helium temperatures. For proton. the 
relationship 'betneen field and frequency is given by 
H = 234. B7 x t (MHz) gauss, 
hence, as pointed out by Muha (,38), 1£ tbB di8ital oounter used to monitox 
the frequency is S5Lted at 2.3487 sec rather than 1 seo, a direot readout 
at the field mq be obtahled (39 ) • 
~ systeJllS have been proposed able to provide field marken, aome 
relying on the manual seleotion c4 tlB quarts 0178talS controlling the 
osoillator freQuency(40), others achiev1n& thia frequency-stepping auto-
matioalJ.y(41). Bukin et a1 (42) have desoribed a system whioh auto-
matical~ tracks the nagnetio field and derives markers tran the beats 
bet7reen the oscillator and a heterodyne wavemeter. The author used the 
system desoribed by Lancaster and Smal1man(43), am it is shcJt.m in blook 
diagra.m tom in Pig. S.S. 
~he l>roton resonance OSOUlator(26) T18.S trec;uenoy modulated at one 
of three :frequenoies, not:linsJ.l.y 40, 70 or 140 KHa, and the sidebands 
used to pl.·OV'ide mamers spaoed by 9, 16 and 33 sauss respeotively. A 
VAl."aOtOl." diode (100 CS2, International Reotitiers Ltd.) \1as 1naerted into 
tbJ te.nk oircuit, providing mea.na for varying tbe :t'requenqr at the 
08cillato4~, and. for frequency modul.a.t1cm, through the applioation ot 
d.c. bias am an alternating voltage, respeotively. A seoand Taractol' 
diode in the parallel-tuned radio frequenoy amplitier ltage has tle same 
d.c. bias supply as that in tbe tank cirouit, so ajmpli:f'ying "traokin,". 
~ modulating the field about the sample ooil at 1 KHs ana. using phase 
- - -.>-- - ELECTRIC FIELD 
~ MAGNETIC FIELD 
FIG. 5.6 
TEo" Cylindrical Cavity Mode. 
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sensitive detection, signals \"Tare derived alae to cperate a relay 1.-hich 
inten"Uj?'~ed Jche signal. to the pen recorder from the E.l? .R. spectrcmeter. 
A lia. .... coni Instruments Ltd. Counter,hrequency meter 1'ype TF 1417/2 was 
used to detelmne the nxXlulation frequency, which, vdth an Extension 
Unit Type TF 1434/2 could ala 0 be used to determine the resonance 
treCJuency. 
Because ot the reduced field homogeneity in the region at the sample 
due to the cryosta ts presence in the field, a small coil \18.S used, 
ti~tl.y coupled to a. rubber sample. A sut'ficiently strong signal was 
obtailleCl to mve seveml sidebama able to trigger the relay reliably, 
tm Spe.Cillo of' the maJ.'ker JUl.aes being reproducible to Z 0.2 gauss. 
He.d JGhis not been possible, Breuer(ljlJ-) has suggested the use of' quad-
rupole compensating coils able to oancel field sradients up to 800 Stus. 
-1 
em • 
.5. 4 ~J¥!.1·~0E.0J1!!VfL cta.!!.U 
k. cylindrical cavity resonating :5.n the TE011 mode was chosen, the 
e1ect1'10 and magnetic field configurations being :l.ndicated in Fig. 5.6. 
:''.8 the speotrometer operated at a high frequency field modul.e.tion 
of 100 :KHz, at Hhich the akin depth in metaJ.s is typioally 250 ~ 
(0.01 0"), modulation must either be introduced directly into the oavitl', 
0 .... mean!) f'o\.Uld to enable its penetration from outside. A matr..llio lqar 
th:lnne:. .. the.n tm above figure can be used (45), the TILlls can be wire-
\10Ulld (46), or a dieleotric rod used to space tno metal end plates (47). 
InitieJ. at-torts to construct a cavity in Arald1te, silvering the surfaoe 
cl1emioally(4S) were unsuccessful as a sutticiantl,Jr high Q faotor oould 
not be obtained. The cavi 'by f':1nal~ developed is ahom :in fig. 5.7. 
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It tit'.s oonatructed in brass, ani thermally isolated from roan temperature 
by ua:1ng ooppel"-nickel waveguide. The diameter ot the iris to give 
bes"'.; COU"i)ling over the ranse ot temperatures used \18.S determined by 
t~~il-c~-error. 
(48) !Jluv systems allowi11g the coupling to be va.r.Led have been suggested • 
Most have beEil designed for X band, so easing their conatruct.1.on, or 
the;." El.l"8 not suitable for vari£:.ble temperatures. The uae or a beyond 
cut-oti' seotion of waveguide immediately betore the caviv whioh is 
brou.:;llt to above out-otf by the insertion or a dieleotrio plWlger haa 
been deso::.1.~ed by Gordon(lt-9). Experience smwed that a P.1'.F.E. 
plUllger ~-;orl:ed uell at room temperature, but the oonat.derable dit:t'e~"'8n­
tiIll oontraotion of the P. T.F .E. and tlm eleotrotomed copper wayeguide 
when in a ooolant, caused the oouplin8 to be modulated by miorophonios. 
High frequenoy tield modulation was achieved by incorporating a 
s~gle loop ot 30 S.W.G. oopper uire uithin the cavity. Care waa taken 
to remve all traoes ot enamel trom the flire, sinoe signals have been 
repor'liod r:-hioh can be traced to the possible low temperature oharring 
of it (50) • Considerable care, aM patience, was neoessary to alisn 
this loop parallel to the cavivaxis 80 preventing loss in Q due ix) 
the ~d.l."8 penetrating regions at higher electrio :r.Leld. The amplitule 
a: Jlihe modulating field was determined by obeel"ling the signal amplitude 
v:ith ij,1Cl"eas1ng field modulation, as indicated in Fig. 5.8. Sm1th(S1) 
has caloulated that tor a Lo1'8nts1an line (as exhibited by the aample 
used) the peak signal from the phase senai ti"e detector ooours trhen 
11m Ii: 1.73, where bm is the field moclul.at10n amplitude, and All 18 the ~ linerddth betl1een absorption der1vati"e extrema. By dete~g 
AH at 1011 values at h , h -.q be caloulated. at the peale aipl pp m -. 
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amplitude to be 4.8 gauss, uhioh implies a maximum 11m of about 13 gauss. 
The :?osition of the temperature sensing element, a thermocouple, 
and the l:eater are indicated in Fig. 5.7. !'urther diaousaion of these 
elemen·~s is to be found in the next seotion. Reduced thermal. oontaot 
bet-.teen tm oavity and coolant ms aohieved by enclosing it in an 
nlurxtnium can, open at ita upper end to the ooolant f!II.S. 
".lith inoreasing temperature there is a oorresponding deorease in 
. 2 16 -3 the l,'esistJ.vityof tls sUioon, e.g., tor a sample tTith Nn.... .10 om, 
8 1 the l"esistivity deoreases fran 10 to 10 ohm om in thB temperature 
interval from 20 to 40~. This tms ap];&rent in the deoreasing cavity 
Q, since the sample, altoouSl amall, penetrated thB raglon of finite 
eleotl"io field. The overall or loaded Q, ~, tor tm oavity JJJB:Y be 
calculated by aumming the reciprocals at the Q. faotors due 1:0 ohmio 
108ses in the mlls ~, 108ses arising fran po'mtr lealdng out of tlB 
cavity ~, and d1eleotrio.lossea in the sample \' i.e., 
1 1 1 1 
---+- +-. •••••••••••••• 5.9 
\ \ ~ \ 
Ove~" the temperatul'"8 range of interest, \ am \. '1183 be ooneidered 
oonate..nt, such that a QL at 5000 would be exhibited without dieleotrio 
losses. 
NOll 
•••••••••••••• 5.10 
whe .. "S H is the microwave magnetio tiell within the cavity, aM & is the 
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\ microuave electrio field T:1 thin the sample. If' Equation 5.10 is 
evalUatod for tm cavity used (52) (see Seotion 4.4), ignoring the t:iBlt r 
pe;.,~u:.·ba tions of the cavity by the sr.mple, and further assUIllin€ a qylJJ!" l 
dricnl sDJUple 3 mm long and. 1 mm diameter situated centrally along the 
c<!vi ty a::iS, then 
Qe = 65p, •••••••••••••• 5.11 
\:mre p is the sample resistivity in ohm em. Thus betneen 20 and. l,{)~ 
~ Ch, .. ·l.ll~S from approx1ma.tel3' 6'5.109 to 650. This decreasing Q facto:' 
,rl.ll 'become the daninating one at high temperatures, resulting in a 
d.ecl"e8.Sed.. sensitivity, and hence increasing experimental errortS. I 
I 
The sample temperature \7as sensed by a copper-constantan thermo- t 
couple situated ,,-dthin the cavity and. in intimate oontaot nth the sampl~ 
The e.tl.f. generated, -rrith respect to a reference Junction in oruahed I 
mel ting ice E, llas measured.. nith a "CROPlCO" potentiometer Type P3 , I (Croydon Precision Instrument Co.). Regular calibration at liquid 
helium, bJ"llrogen am nitrogen temperatul'es, enabled the oonstants a, b, I 
c ill tIle e:~ression(53) 
•••••••••••••• 5.12 
to be evaluated. The thermoelectrio pOller inoreased froo 6 to 10 til 
°K-1 in the temperature interval 20 to 4CJ0K. 
Using three thermocouples rotated ill position it was Smi7ll that an 
e::ceS3 temperature o:t 1 to 20K existed.. bet:7een tm top and bottom of tlD 
cavity and its centre, i.e., the sample poeition. 
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A silk-covel"ed constantan heater \laS bitilarly Viound upon the 
cavity, the ourrent through it being contralled by the cirouit 
indicated in Fig. 5.9. lIs.l\Y temperature control systems have been 
sug{;'es·~od (.54-56), but that used is also indicated in the latter figure, 
A mirrOl." galvanometer was connected externaJ.ly, in parallel, with the 
salvanometel" or the thermooouple potentiometer am a beam of 118ht \las 
re:.':'leo'eed from it onto a phototransistor toming part ot a rel~ive 
oiroui t, This sm tohed the ourrent to the heater on and ott. ..\ 
temperatul."'e stability of .t O,25CX \1&S observed, 
~ oavi ty, "With its surrounding oan, 11&S 1mmersed. in approxima.te~ 
1i litres of liquid. coolant in the inner chamber of a tailed. metal 
cryostat, manufaotured by Oxford Cr,yo~nics Ltd, fhree carbon resis-
~"s attaohed to the outside of the can monitored the level of t18 
coa1an·~. In turn, these resistors formed one am of & bridge, llb1ch 
after balancing uith the resistor 1DInersed. in coolant, ehcIre4 an 
unbalance upon its exit. 
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T.ADIJl: 6.1 
ThD Charaoteristics of the SUioon Samples 
(~}hore no value for NA is quoted. thG samples El.re nom:i.nally uncompenaated.). 
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CHAPTm 6 
~ ............ ,.. ...... -
~SU.~T§~ il~. PJ2.CY'§§}:.QP ... g!LTli!~~~--1?lf.~iCE 
.~.2-'~J~~ .... n. .... Sfl!.~~ .Ql..l?<lli~~~L:tlJ!l~ 
In Chapter 3 the various relaxation prooesses \1hiah have ooen 
obsol.ved in silicon as a function of temperature and donol· oonoentration 
i10:"'O outlined. It is apparent that samples having a pholSphorua donor 
concen'lil·c.~ .. ion ~ 2.1018 cm-3 exhibit a nE.rked speotral change in the 
tv 
interval from 20 to n"x.. At 200 K the speotrum is cho.rootaristio at 
bound. donor electrClllS, .hUe at nOK oCDiuotion eleotron resonance pre-
dorJlizl£d;03. 
In thia olapter are presented measurellBnts JlBde in the interval 
o 
fl"Oi.l 20 to 50 K \1here the h.;ypertine splitting is observed to deoreL~8e 
'tiith increasing temperature, whUe aUlultaneously the liDfm1d.th increases 
and tllB lineshape changes. Subsequently the ~rtine lines are 
replaoed by a wide sinBle line uhich proceeds to narron. The tempero.ture 
dej?e~enoe ~ the magnitude 01" the ~rtine 1ntemction is desod-bed 
in te~'T.lS of motional averaging, due to phonon induced tranait10na of the 
donol' eleoJliron oetueen the 1S(A1) ground sta.te a.nd the triplet 1s (T2) 
state. Some doubt remains as to whether this meohanism also explAins 
the line,;idth variation. An alternative lIIlohanism tor liMbroadening 
by tllO e::ohange scattering ~ bound. and oonduotion electrona 1a examined, 
alone rlith the applioability of' this process to the nal'l"O'iring single 
line. 
The oml'8.oteristias of all the silicon samples used in the ":"Iom 
reP01~ in this thesis are given :ill Table 6.1, o.nd by uay of aompar1aOlJil 
• _ •• 0 ••• 0 ... _ ••• W ..... _-- ....... - •• '. - -·-"~r .. -.... ---.or"-o-- -~ .. - ... -
ttn aD Dono~. °li 6H,h. = -.. AlIi Nuclear Percentaea 
1 gt; Sl)in In ';buzxla.nce (:.JIz) (Gauss) (Gnuss) 
. . . . . . " .. ... ... .. . -..... . .- ........... .... .. ...... --.' .. ......... . ~ .•. -. 
S"iJ 121 1OG.G 66.8 2.} 5/2 57 
S"IJ "123 101.5 .36 • .3 2.3 7/2 4} 
p31 1~7.5 42.0 2.5 1/2 100 
J..s75 ·j~n.4 70.9 2.9 3/2 100 
Bi209 -11,.75.5 527.1 9.0 9/2 100 
......... .. -- ... ------- ........... ... ........... ....... ,.. ......... -~ ......... ~ ...... 
![I.ABLE 6.2 
Itn?e:-oo:ino L'1toractions am Line';;idths of Dif'.ferent Donors 
in Silicon. 
_. f' .. - .,,\ 
,r-
-----
--1- . 
FIG. 6·1 
E.P. R. Spectrum 
Phosphorus-Doped 
for Sample B a- 15 -3 
Silicon, No .4·2.10 em. 
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6. oj 1J~. ~ .... S~.q,~_of...?hos.ltl1o~A.-P..olte§. .. '§.1.1Jcon ~i;l1. th~ 
.~t:el:'!P!t~~ •• 'I!J..t.e~ •• f!9rn.. £o.. ___ 1;;p • .5p~ 
The resul ta presented ahc)";; the spectral chant.'es observed in tm 
te:-.Ipel"r.:~Ul"6 ree;ion from 20 'Ix> 500 K for a range of donor concentl'ations. 
&1 '~he sLJJ"J!les evidenced tuo l"esolved hyperf1ne lines at 200z<. Sinoe 
the clel)."ee 0:£ oompensation could be relevant to the effects obsorved, 
this pr.l"nTJetel" uas also varied. 
Initial efforts to tTorlt nith pOl".'dered samples, so preventing cavity 
damping as indioated in Seotion 5.4, i"Tere unsuocessful due to the 
proseaoe of a. surfaoe state line iJhieh oould not be removed by etching. 
This line oCOUlTed at g .... 2.006 (see Seotion 3.6) am had a peclc to peek 
y;1c.lth N 12 &tuss. Unfort\nl8.tely, it very slishtly interterted \.'ith the 
10:: field hypertine line and V,18.S stUl present, but much reduoed, in some 
sinc;1o cl~"stal samplea. Thus sinGle OlOYStlll samples oore used throuGh-
out, c.n: quoted llne,ddth8 are of the high field line to eliJD:i.nll.te MY 
pos:.i".Jle error due to thja cause. The samples ,tere mounted in good 
tha~'1E'.l contaot \lith the thenoooouple liithin the cavity, and maasure-
ments ccntL&ued up to a tempern ture at l;'hich the signal oooame loat in 
tll3 noise (see Section 5.4). 
Tll3 o"..>servecl spectm of phosphoxus-do-lled silioon may be divided into 
two v'oups: 
(i) Nn < 1016 om-l , Samples A and B: The speotrum is of isolated, 
bound dmor electrons, and typified by Fig. 6.1. In thia 
am. subsequent photographs ot speotra, the derivative at 
absorption is shom as a funotion of magnetio field. the 
!nt~;,'~r,~' I fir -l-~ : I I I ~ir: --::. -. 
:..:" ,: ~PLED. 
- · f-- - j20-,;«. 
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The Variation with Temperature of the E.P.R. 
Spectrum of Sample 0 s- Phosphorus - Doped 
Silicon. No- 5'2.1017 cm-'. 
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FIG. 6.3 
This Figure Shows the Region (below the curve) 
in which Resolved Hyperfine Structure can be 
Observed in Phosphorus Doped Silicon. (2) 
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short vertioal bars being III£'.gnetio field markers. With 
inoreasing tempel"atul"'e these l\Yperfine lines broaden and 
move together. 
(ii) '1016 < ND < 1018 om -3, Samples C am D: For samples in thia 
oClloentration range donor interaction is possible, but 
insuffioient to form an impurity barJi. . In this case clus-
tel' speotra are noted betneon the hyperfine lines, uhich 
themselves a(P.in broaden am move together tdth L'"1ol'Sasing 
temperature, \-rhile at the srune time a broad line grows in 
the centre of the s :t:EIotrum. EventWllly the hyperfine lines 
disappear and the oentral lil1e proceeds to narroTl'. Fig. 6.2 
shous these changes taking pJD.oe in a sample vdth ND = 
17 -3 
.5.2.1 0 OlD. 
One aspect of the 'b10 groups of s)}ectra bas been combined in Fig. 
G.3 am. used to present graphically, in terms of Nn and temperatuw, 
the l.'etrion in nhioh resolved hyperfine lines ma;y be observed. This 
region is oontained. below the curve. The points for Samples A and B 
·\le:.'C o"utained by extrapolating to the temperature at ',lhioh the lineu1dth 
"CD • 
For the four samples A, B, C and. D the quantitative JD8&aUl"6D1mts 
on the temJ?erature dependenoe of the ~erfine splitting 6ti, the ~m.­
:fine l:1ne".::l.dth betr:een abaorption derivative extremn tJi J and tlB -:d.dth pp 
of the na~·ro·.:ing single line ~p;' are given in Figs. 6.4 to 6.7 respec-
tively. Idneshape determination by graphical integration 'Has al.oo 
OlI.rl1.ed out for SaDe speotra. Bearing in mind;-; &: 1.7.3 and 1.18 fae 
Lorontz:L.~.n and Ge.U8aian linea respectively, SamplePi at 20C;C had AHi- • 
AHpp 
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FIG. 6.8 
E.P.R. Spectrum for Sample E:-
Arsenic-Doped Silicon. 1-2.1017< No <1-0.1d8 cm-~ 
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oj .28 .t 0.03, ',rhile for Sample D the narrouing single line showed no 
teoDel·td;u:..~e vnriation of this ratio 'Which uns equal to 1.67 + 0.08. 
. -
6.2 1'11!l. P; •• fJ •• A. __ Spect~_9f.H.s~ffi.ct".P..o~§' __ ~ill~ ELtJle __ ~~mt~ 
l:P:Ii.e"l:V.e-1..i.lYP!. ~O._t_o_ ~ 
17 '18 -3 SC'.I:lple E is arsenio-doped, hav:ing 1.2.10 < l-Tn < 1.10 om, 
llnd a typioc.J. spectrum is given in Fig. 6.8. .v. is ap);aI'ent in Fig. 6.2 
fer;.' p!10sphol.""I13-dopod. Sample D, the spectrum of clustere of 't'1;0 and 
tlll'OO donors my be dis tinguished betueon the h\Yper.t'ine lines ~ The mid-
8:X~CinC cluster line is in each cnse of to."fO donora am the t" .• o subsiduary 
l1..'1es al"'9 of three. The intensities of the to.l0-0.anor cluster l:1hes ara 
as e:=-J.)8oted from Seo'~ion 2.9b i.e., 2-4-2, and the contribution of 
c."Jso:'j?·:;ion by clusters at the isolated donor hyperf'ine lines is ap::nl"mlt 
th::'OUt;ll Jlihe grenter intensity of the lines ooourring at fields oo::1'8s-
i)oncling to ~ = .:!" t over those for ZDz> = .± i. 
Fol.' Jlillis eample thel~ 'Has no evidenoe of a surface state line saue-
titles ObSOlVed for phosphorus-doped material. Also, oontrary to 
nntel"'ic.l having a similar phosphorus oonoentration, uith inoreasing 
tcmpen~tu:..'e only a l\Yperfine line~:idth inorettse ani splitting decrease 
~;"aS nO'ood, '~here being no significant grcmth of the c1.uster lines. 
This point 'irlJ.1 be discussed later in Seotion 6.7. Quantitative results 
£I,l'e given in Fig. 6.9, where the average l1ne"i;idth and l\YP8rtine splitting 
o L\H1 
are plotted. At 20 K the ratio ~p • 1.59 .t 0.05, l1hich is more 
:t'9LlOte i'l'Om a Ge.wsaian Unesbape than noted far phosphorus. This is 
conais tent Hith observatiom by Feher (1 ), and explained through the 
hic,ho:.· ionization eMra of arsen1 0 donora, implying teller 8129 nuclei 
enoor.1pD.:lrwc1. m. thin its orbit. 
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A 8?Octrum could not be deteoted for ant~oped silioon 
(Sc.lli':':!.() F) at 20~. This is thou~t to be due to tie short spin-
la/,,'dca l"ela,y.a:tion time at this temperature (estimated by extrapolaJd on 
'1~ the d..'l.tn of Cas tne 1" (3) to be- 10-9 seo), resulting in broad lines, 
\:lnoh, oombined with tre relatively 100' donor concentration, prevented 
tllei:- tLeteotion. By pumping on the liquid hydrogen a tempernJ"ure of 
12CJe ' .. 'US reached at dlioh point a speotrum of fourteen lines ms 
obss::-ved, oonsistent Hith too pammatel1!l in Table 6.2. This slSotrum 
\/as SimilEl.l" to tmt at 4.2~, but o£ reduced signal to noise. 
D1Bmut;h ms an ionization enerQ" uhich :Us really too large to be 
considered It shallou ll I am consequently the donor electlO n is closely 
bound. !fhis Sample, G, lias age.in rather 10'1 in donor ooncentrntion 
run ill tm l"egion ot g = 2 rather inconsistent results were obtained. 
bo'ch at 4.2 and 20~ The spectrum moat cOillllOn was at three lines, a 
b1~d one - 10 gauss idde, with tilO narroller ones, one overlapping the 
hidl f:i.elcl side of the broad one, and the other higher in field by - 40 
gauss. 
Interaction 
.~ ................... -
The 1."'.:0 possible processes 'which (at variol.B times) 001'e oonsidored 
!:lOst l:U:::ely to offer an explarlation for the temperature-dependent l\Ype~ 
(i) The phalen-induced avsmging of tb3 grouni state, either ~d.th 
excited states, or ydth respoct to ionic positionJ 
(11) Eleo'trcn1c hopping betl:een dClllOr aites. 
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Exohc.nge, either direct or indireot, is not th:>ught to p1B\Y a role 
in tIle I~ .. ~esent case. Direot exohange is of' course present in the more 
highly doped samples, but for eX3mp1e in Samples A and B the exchange 
f'~C}uency(4) is ~ 1 MHz ilhich \buld be :insuf'f'icient to provide the 
:.~guil'e<3. avol"8.ging (see Esuation 2.40 nhere 2<00 :;: 118 MHz). There 
,[ould oJ.so ·00 the question of' al'\Y tempe:reture deperxlence of' the exohange 
111tel"'ac·~iol1. Thermnl expansion nould tem to reduce the excha~e 
f'l'EH1uenoy, and cmnges ~lou1d be 8llIal.l. Kumar and Sinha (5) have 
postuleted a temperature dependenoe through the phonon-induced mixing 
0:: e:~citecl ol."'bital states into the gl"'Ound orbital states. Good agree-
oe:lt in found. for the line narrowing at very 10": temperatul'es 00a6l'Yed 
in those samples displaying a single line, but the mechanism is in 
confliot with the usually adopted hopping prooess, and ... ould stUl 110t 
be l'elevant to those samples of lou doping. Indirect exchange via the 
oOl1ducJ~iol1 electrons has been studied theoretiOall.y(6,7) yielding the 
conclusion that the exchange frequenoy decreases iii th increasing tem-
pel'at;u:.'e, the latter author(7) giving a relationship for an exchange 
t 
cOUJ.l1ing ronstant J of the f'om 
JI • exp (-aT), •••••••••••••• 6.1 
;:"hioh is aGlin in oon:flict '\1i th that required tor the experimental 
results. 
(n) f£1!3~A1!$i xt~_..s.t. §J§.~'!'&"'BF~d Ave~R.p~J!t..fil..»n.&l"'_ .. ~.t-f..~ 
due to Phonons 
. .,. ... ---- - .----.... 
E::).)licit temperature~ependent l'\Yperf1ne interactions have bean 
oJse .. "VeU in t".70 other systems, namely S-state ions (principaJ.l.y ),fn2+) 
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in cubic environments (8), and F-cenJcres (9). 
I.In2+ (3d5) exhibits an isotropic hyperf'ine spectrum due to oor.e 
POla.l':t:; ut ion (10), the h3'Perfine field boing of ne{!p.tive sign compal'ed 
to ':;~1[':i; or an s electron \lith the same spin direction. Simanel::: and 
(-' 1 ) O:,~bnch' Pl'oposed the. t a dynamic phonon-induced non-cubic crystal 
field nri.."tes excited states of the form 3d4 !US into 'the ground 3<15 state. 
Too ad.r.It:ced s states having spin parallel to the ground state will 
l'esuJ.t in 0. net deorease of the hy:per.f'ine field. 
T~1e question of a temperature-dependent h\YPer.f'ine interac'tion fo·: 
tre.nsition metal and rare earth ions in general uill be discussed later 
in Seo';;ion 6.8. 
&l F-centra is an eleotron bound to a negative ion vacancy, so tmt 
its ~)e~~ine interaotion is due to those nuclei enoompassed nithin 
tm electron's orbit. Kravohenko ani Vinetskii (12) have pointed out 
that vibl'ational. motion of the ions due to poonons necessitates the 
o.velUr;Lnc of tha F-oentra wave function at each ion site, resulting in 
tempe~nture-dependent parameters. 
Both the above theories (11,12) approximately prediot a temperature 
dependenae of the isotropic ~r.t'ine oonstant aCT) (see Equation 2.46) 
aCCOl."Cli.116 to 
aCT) • a(T = 0) (1 + o~) •••••••••••••• 6.2 
\lhere the minus sign applies to the S-state iona, and the plus sign to 
F-oe11';;1'88 • The exponent n is g:1. ven by 
•••••••••••••• 6.3 
n .. 1 
- -j08-
The resu1-~s of Walsh et al (8) a.re in oonfliot uith toose prediotions 
sinoe trey find n ,.,. t. No explanation of this difference is presently 
avc.ile.'iJlo. For F-centres in KCl, experiment and theory agree ilithin 
e:q)el'irJ9n tal error. 
:!ly canparison with our results in silicon i.e., a 2~~ ohange in 
El.(T) in a temperature Variation of 200K from 20 to -40oK, both too above 
meohanisms are very insensitive to teL'q)erature e. g., N 1~; in 10000zc 
f(Jj.· S-s·:;ate ions and N ~~ for F-centres in the range 90 - 300~. 
lIenoe tIE appropriateness of the above mechanisms is doubtful, but a 
discussiol1 is postponed untu Seotion 6.8. 
(b) ~e.o!t ... ~ }1.>PEinS _~m. Dono.r __ .Si tes 
The simUarities in the speotral ohanges observed and thoM 
appa~~elt~ in l:nolm casea ot motional narrol"ling suggest that an explanation 
in these tel'1llS may be possible. It in too disoussion of motional 
ave;:'aginG given in Section 2.7 the relative moticn of the paramagnetio 
ions ani their surroundings is replaoed by a "jumping" motion of the 
eleotrons betneen essentially sta'b1onary ions, .hnd.erson's theory ~-:1l.l 
stUl apply in principle. These stationary ions could be donor nuclei 
ooving different nuclear magnetio quantum numbera ~. 
A mechanism for such eleotron motion in samples of ailioon having 
zel'O 011 small interaotion betueen donora and requiring the JDin1T111JDl 
ao-ava·aOll energy is that introduced. in Seotion 3 • .5 i.e., phonon-induced 
eleo·~l1Qn hopping beween eleotronical13 oocupied am neighbouring lm-
oocupied aites. The hopping treqUeMY u for such motion is, as 8m~m in 
E~w. tic:l 3.1 8, 
u. ll. ooth..L 
2Id 
•••••••••••••• 6.~ 
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Ilhe:.."e A 13 'tile activation energy, i7hich 1.3 a f'\motion of the degree ot 
CO';!l?el1satio..."'l [l.S indioated in Eqootion 3.17. When the frequency of 
this jumpinG approa.ohes )IiOO t of the hyperf'ine splittinG averaging should 
OCCUl'. This frequenoy must therefore be compared uith that caJ.oulable 
froLl l~lilel"8on's theory. F~ phosphol"Us having I = i, am therefore 
o,,1ly t';:o values of ~ = .:t t, EC]ootion 2.40 is direDtly applioable L;.Dl 
roo::! be ro-wri tten 
••••••••....•. 6.5 
r:he~"O te is the Jump frequency, and OHo and OH are the l\YPert1ne split-
til'lG3 at T • OOK and. TOK respeotively. Early resul ta of Lacey and. 
Lancaster(13) ~lere interpreted in this fashion. 
A further mechanism fbr the transference of electrons involvWl the 
e::ci taJ,;iOll at the donor eleotron to the oonduction band and its sub-
sequel1'~ capture by a donor nuoleus of different nuolear orientation. 
This ::,)l"OOOSS is obviously energetically les8 tavourable, although the 
oon~ribution of such a prooess to s¢n relaxation has been demon.stratJ1~) 
(0) A~~f5. of ~_GF.2~AA:t~ . :t!l. !TJ._i!ll~lheJl!!].lz.A,,-oes8ible 
:Ft~oj.~. !,tate,B 
If during the time ot one Larmor preoession the eleotron \"lhase 
re8onanoe is being observed moves bet'teen the ground state and an 
exoi·ood state, then a mixed state will result. With a lifetime", in 
that excited state the neoessary restriotion is 
•••••••••••••• 6.6 
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whero 00
0 
is ~~lD micralnve c.nf,·\llar :trequency. For tuo such lovels ~:ithin 
a fo".: tilues kT of each other, thel"'U&l e:~citation ilill provide the stimulus 
fex..' JIil1is ljli.:::ing. rhis mechanism has ooen proposed by-;ratkins(15,16) to 
account ~or the tomperaturo-dependent l\1Pel~ine interaotion in st.~ssed 
lithiur.1-d.oped sllicon in the tempel'atul'a :i:'an[,-"e "1.4 to 40K. 
ConsMer the situation in silicon for other shalloH donors. The 
valloY-Ol'bit splitting 1.8 approx:i.r.w.te1.y equn.l to a few times k~ in tho 
tompm .. 'aturo .'ange of intel"'est. .AJ5 descl'ibed in Section 3.2, of the 
2 donor [,'l'ouad sintes only the 1s(A, ) stc.te has a non-zero Iv(o)1 and. thore-
foro a finite oontaot hv'Perfina interaotion. Of course, the 1a(E ani T2) 
sta:~es Joine; d- ani p-like respectively do have a l\Yperfino intoreotion 
due ':;0 dilJole-dipole coupling. But as this intemotion varies as'r-3 
, 
(see Equc.tion 2.41+) and the populntiona of tl~se atates are reduced from 
th.:"d; of "clla 1 s (Ai) state by tm 001 tznnnn faotor, tho lvParfine interaction 
in tilOse st[~"bes may be negleoted. Thus mixing of the 1 s(A1, E and T2) 
sta'~os ..,-11::' consequently lead to a docreaao in tho observed iaotl'Opio 
Ivpolo:.:'ine :i.l1"~cl'aotion. It my therefore be expooted, fran a naive point 
0-£ view, J~:lL1:i: t'.n averaged. probability density will result, to \Thich each 
sto:lie cOllt .. 'ibu·~es in proportion to its probabUity at oocupation. A. aim-
plii'ieo. sys"cem for the donor ground. ste"tes rJJD:y be visualized in which Uw 
is(E arxl T2) sta.tes are replaced by a sinGLe fi.Y.e-fold degenerate state 
at A. k.s is ovident fran Fig. 3.3 this is not unreasonable, since for 
tho dOllOl' phosphorus 1s(~) .. 1as(T2) N 11.6 meV while 1s(T2) .. ia(E) N 
1.3 rooV. The probabilities of an electron being in either of the t, .. o 
stc:~es e.l'C Givon by 
- -j 11 -
N 
P ~ = .. .. l.'J.~ .. ~ 
NJ. + Nt;'An ~1 ~'&'2 
••••...•.. 6.7 
uhel"e H ~ and NE, An are the average populations of thoso states. Hence ~i v'&'2 2 
the avera£)u pl"'ObabUity density 1"'(0) I is 
uhich, by the incorporntioll of the relative populations 
given tJ.nnlly 
NE/,r 
2 
.-... 
NJ;. 
•••••••••••••. 6.9 
••••••••••••••• 6.10 
\lhere OHA ia the ~rf'ine splitting of the 1S(A1) state i.e., that ~ a 
apl.lC'.rell.t at T = 0 K. The lifetime in the uppal' state may be calculr.ted 
vie. the level u:L.dths, ostilOO.ted by Caatner(17) to be > 0.2 moV, imp~ 
.... 
Thus Q bani measurOImnts give CAl 'r'" 0.7, 80 satisfying 
o 
A 11lOl'O rigorous treatment of this phenomenon has been given by 
~ (18) Duedalo, .1.flooy tllld Lc1lloaster • They propose E\. method for calcula.ting 
E.P.R. slJOctra in the presence of motional narrorr.iJlg which is more general 
than that of !Cubo am Tomita (19). A neoessary requiremnt of the latter 
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, 
authoZ'a' c.nc.J.ysis is th.:'1.t the perturbation Hnml.ltonian ii, representing 
Sitlilc.:.'l;:r '~11() \Ulperturbed Hamiltonian Ho is required to give l'l.Se to 
Bhc.l'"') :;;'e301~\llCe lines ,;"011 sepam' .. ed from one another, and ',1'hich thel."e-
i'ol'O c011'(;inoo to iJe so under the influence of '~he perturbation. Th:i.s 
e11L...,103 all U:lalllbiguo\lB associaJd. on of the perturbed speotral lines llith 
ti.l.OSO 0: '.;:lO unperturbed spectrum. In the case in 'ha.nd, the perturba'(;ion 
gi.V()S :;.:'13e to approxi1il:ltely a 20% ohange in the ~erfine interaotion 
i. () ., 1 t Call1'lOt be considered small. 
The arnlyois of Dugdnle et al starts 'ui th t m basic eque. tiona of 
!Cubo l'.lld To:nta l and demonstrates that the e.bove requirements for 
association of spectral lines ~ be relD~ed. They note in thetr analysis 
tl1l':(; tOl' te::;'lJ8 I which are non-vanishing in the limit of macroscopically 
lare;o saLll)les, a p11Onon creation-annihilation operator pair corresponding 
to o.~' particular lattice mode occurs only onoe. Such operator pairs 
arc associntcd \lith a tact or (volume )-1, and cluril1g the amlyais of the 
a"oJovc r,ut:1Ors the procluot ot suchoperatol.· pairs rlth the clensity of 
s'.;atos func"(;ion is required. Since this latter term is propor-'.;1onnl to 
(volulle) 1, if the operator pairs occur more than once there ,doll 00 
uncompensatod (volume)-1 faotors, le..1.ding only to insignifioant effects. 
Henoe ec.ah such operator po.ir mc.:y be replaced by its themal average vaJ.ue. 
In alJ)lying the a.bove anaJ.ysis to phosphorus-doped silicon soveral 
o,SSUI:ll!°aO:lS ~:ill be made. Namely, "i;hat tm Zeeman interaction is iden-
tioo.l in e.ll the ground statos and is ver',f much larger than the ~er':im 
in'tereoJ.;io~l, ani that the spin-orbit interaction llithin tm triplet state 
is sroo.ll such "chat only tm seoular part of 'the l"\Y.perfine interaaJ.;ion need 
be OOl18i<::'ored. The singlet, doUblet and triplet states ma::I be llritten 
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lA1>, lEi>' 1E7' !T_1>, ITo> amlT1> respectively, while hAE' .hAT' 
ru , hA nnd nA are respeotively the valley-orbit splittings of the 
z 
ground sta";;e 1.11> fran the doublet ani triplet states, the Zeeman splitting, 
and the hyper.f'ine and spin-orbit interaction constants. The unperturbed 
Hamiltonian No may then be written 
+h"Sz<ITi> <Til - IT_1> <T_1I) 
+ ~i (a: 0.1 +-1) 
1 
•••••••••••••• 6.11 
,",here ~1 is a phonon emrgy associated with tm creation ani annihUation 
• operatol"s 0.1 and a1• The coupling between the ground state am the doub-
let and triplet states is via tm interaction of the orbital. motion of 
the electron Tlith the phonona. It my be written 
1/' =L(a~ +Ai) [pJ I."" <:8.,1 + ~IJ.,> <~ 1 
1 
+ RJ A? < T1 I + 81 I A;> < To I + T1 I A1> < T_1 J 
+ Hermitian oonjUf!P,te terms. • ••••••••••••• 
Although Castne/17) has shown tmt at temperatures immed1atelJr below 
those of interest here spin-lattice relaxation is via spin-orbit interac-
tion, this factor has been neglected above. Nevertheless, tm solution 
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should acourate~ represent the resonanoe line positions, it not their 
vddths. 
AB tl1e ca.lcula tion proceeds the shift of tm unperturbed lines due 
to motional efiects 18 slxnm to consist of' t~o terms, one dominating when 
tho ground and excited states lie uithin the phonon apectr\lll (the present 
case), am the other wmn this is not fl). The temperature dependence of 
this laJ~tel' term 18 very weak, as noted for the S-state ions and F-
centres. At the non stage in the calculation it is necessar,y to intro-
duce the spontaneou!J transition probabilities per unit time ~ and ~ for 
the 11:1 >1 E> and JAi > liT> tranaitions. Likem.se it is noted that the 
avol"nge occupation numbers ot the resonant phonons are 
I 
~ = [eXp(#)- fl am lIr = [exp(#) -r1 ••••••••• 6.13 
Caatner(17) has estimated the spin-orbit splitting of the IT> states 
to be 0.022 rooV, implying hA = 0.015 rmV tor these p-llke states. 
Similarly, from the level Widths, he estimates ~T - hc.oE I: 0.2 - 0.3 maV. 
Theref'Ol"e, in a.ngular frequency terms 
10 -1 6 11 -1 l ~ I: 2-3.10 seo '~T- ~. 4 •• 10 aeo 
A I: 3.7.108 seo-1 (N.B. A. ~), ) ••••••••• 6.14 
2h 
from which it may be OOZloludod C4.r - "k »,A, ani A ».A.. Incorporating these 
a.pproximations and solving tor the line having DIn I: + i (i.e., the low 
magnetic field line), a Lorentzian shaped resonance line in the ne1ePbo~ 
hood of ~s results, its position being glTen by 
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[ 
~ 3rl.r ]-1 
(.t) = (.t)z - A 1 + (n.m + 1) +~ + 1) , ••••••••• 6.15 
and its half-v7idth at half-intensity by 
[ 
'4r2 (n.r + 1)2 J 
6CI) -=~ 1_ 2 2' "2 • 
fl.)T (nr.r + 1) + A 
•••••••••• 6.16 
Since h(AE - ~) = 1.3 meV(20) is small in canpariaon with Mr = 
11.6 mV a -rreighted mean of ~ = 12.1 maV my be used for the valley-
orbit splitting. Bearing in mind that !1i ~ 3, Equation 6.15 ~ be 
kT 
finally a:implified to yield 
t ~~-1 fI.) I , = f.\) - A 1 + 5 exp (-leT) . 1l1>=+~ II • •••••••• 6,17 
Comb:ining tlilis w.l. th tOO equivalent solution tor IBn -= - i, the ~er.f'im 
splitting /MJ) is seen to be 
2A 
AI» m 1 + 5 exp (_ :; )' 
•••••••••••••• 6.18 
i,e., in agreemnt with the ample approach Equat:l.on 6.10. 
It tm importance ot the spin-orbit interaction of the triplet states 
upon the 8"~in-lattice relaxation, am henoe liMtvidth, ia now aoknwledsed, 
Equations 6.11 am 6.12 must be appropriately mod11'ied by intmduo1ng tlB 
non-secular part at the spin-orbit interaotion. Recalling the relative 
6 10 mgnitudes of the quantities in Equation .1~ along 'With an 0). > 6.10 
-1 
seo fOl· X baDl and a'baYe, the solution yields LorentziaJloeshaped lines in 
the low temperature limit i.e., ~- ~ «1. 1'bese lines are in tm same 
t 
-1 
10 
-2 
40 30 20 
( OHA - OH) (-6 ) __ 'I- : 9 exp -OH kT 
SAMPLE B 
6 = 10- 8! ·4 m eV 
9 = 7 t 1 
o 
o 
10 ----~------~------~------~------~------~ 
3·0 4-0 
1 .102 (oK-1) --.-
T 
FIG. 6.10 
Confirmation of the Dugdale et al 
Mechanism for Motional Narrowing. 
5-0 
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positions as previously caloulated, but tm lnlf-tddth at halt intensity 
becomes 
••••••••••••• 6.19 
Contrnry to the previous estimate of the linewidth this result predicts a 
Void. th treakly dependent upon magnetic field. 
6.5 ~ip_*,of. t~ Expe.£!meni!iJteJ.~t~.n the Teplwmture-
p"eJ2.e~"m;....file.eft-ine Inte:rnctiOll 
In drardng a comparison betvreen the temperature dependence of the 
motinnal mrrovdng through hopping be1m'een donor sites and tbl. t throue}:l 
, 
huppine betueen the various 1s ground states, note that the former pre-
dicts (Equations 6.4 and 6.5) a dependence which is not a funotion of the 
donor, but is a function of the degree of canpensation and donor ooncen-
tration, uhereas the latter (Equations 6. oiO end 6.18) is im.ependent of 
the COIll1?onsation and donor concentration, but predicts a donor dependence 
throUb~ the valley-orbit splitting. The samples in Table 6.1 go S)Ine \1aY 
tm:p.:..us dL./!'ferontill.ting bet\7een the mechanisms, in thnt they enoanp8.ss 
varyil'le donor concentrations and degrees of oompensation for one donor 
(phosphorus), and a range of donors fran antimony to bismuth in increasing 
valley-orbit splitt:ing. J.s previously described in Seotion 6.3 these 
t;!O donors in partioular did not provide useful l'esul ts, but those of 
phosphorus and arsenio are thought sufi'ioient to confim tl's appropriate 
me Chanillll. 
The re-arranged. Equation 6.10 is plotted for Sample n in Fig. 6.10, 
n'here g is the degellBraoy faotor of the exoited state at b.. It appears 
-..... ~---~ ... ~~ ....... ~ .. 
-.--
ND NA A 
ple ({".at3 ) K=- (meV) g Nn 
Sam 
-
A 3.1.1015 0.16 10.5 + 0.6 6.t 1 
-
B 4.2.1015 10.8 + 0.4 7 .t 1 
-
C 2.3.1016 0.27 10.9 + 0.9 7 + 3 
- - 2 
D 5-2.1017 12.9 .± 0.9 . 18 + 9 
- 6 
... 
TABLE 6.3 
Tho Weighted Valley-Orbit Splitting and Degene~oy 
of the is (E and T 2) states in Phosphorus-Doped 
Silicon. 
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to proyide a. correct solution to the experimental resUlt&. Simler 
least square solutions for all the phosphorua-doped samples are assembled 
in Ta.ble 6.3. The deduced values of A appear to lie a little below the 
weighted mean of 12.1 rreV, while the measured degeneracy, taking errors 
into acoount, approaches five. Sample D is m obvious exception to both 
these generalizations. 
A cmok was made upon the likely oontrlllution ot higher l\}'C.roeen-
l:11<:e states. For example, the next state is the 2po lying ,...1 rMN 
above the 1S(~ ) state and having a degeneracy of sis. The inclusion of 
this state would merely gLve rise to an additional exponential tem in 
tre denominator ot Equation 6.10, am thi8 VI ould increase to only. 1% of 
the original exponential term at 55<it. 
, 
The results tor Sample B were alao analJaed according to Equation 
6.5 (taking g = 1.988,5(21» to examine the relevance of AD:lel'8On's theor.Y 
applied to electron hopping. Equations 6.4 and 6.5 require 
•••••••••••••• 6.20 
whel"e c is ~ constant. Hence for each experimental measurement of t e 
ani corresponding T a graph mq be plotted of ciA. A unique soluticn 
of this equation tor 0 and Arequ:ires that for all the experimental points 
these graph8 intersect at one' point. No such intersection was found in 
the ran~ 10-5 E Il ~ 102 -.II, and hence the hopping mechanism ia dis-
oounted. 
The dependence of the ~rtine interaotion temperature variation on 
tho donor speciea is apparent fran a ccaparison of Figs. 6.7 am 6.9, 
which are for phosphorus - and arsenic-doped samples of slmUar dCllOr 
loHpp 
(GAUSS) 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
~ 
20 22 
• - SAMPLE A 
)( - SAMPLE B 
o - SAMPLE C 
A - SAMPLE 0 
SAMPLE 0 
2'" 26 28 
FIG. 6.11 
32 
(EXPT) 
34 36 38 40 
. A Comparison of. the Theoretical and Experimental Linewidths of 
Phosphorus-Doped Silicon. 
,J 
-------------------------------.. -----~------ ~--. ---
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concentrations. They clearly indicate that the donor species determines 
the behaviour, rather tmn the donor concentration and compensation. 
This is consistent with the valley-orbit splitting of arsenic being 
appro:ld.mately twice that of phosphol'UB, and is additional evidence of tl:e 
inaPl?ropriatQl.eas at the hopping mechanism. 
6.6 ~~~~E!ltyre-Dewndent Hype~_Linmddth 
Ii' tho numerical values given in Equation 6.14 fbr phosphorus-doped 
silicol1 are inserted into the linewidth given by Dugdale et al (Equation 
6.19), tren for Q band measuremnts at 35 GHz the peak: iD peak width of 
the del'ivntivo of the Lorentz1an line is 
, AIf = pp 
2:{0 
exp (1~) _ 1 •••••••••••••• 6.21 
Ilhe:i."5 tlX3 17eighted mean of the 1 s (E and T2) states ms been used. 
Fig. 6.11 contains a comparison of this predicted behaviour and tmt found 
e~·:perimenta.lly. The most obvious discrepancy occurs at temperatures belo\7 
,;o°K, where for three of the four samples the width is essentially constant", 
and equcl to that of the Gaussian envelope. At 20Cg, the observed peak 
to peak i.-idth is 2.8 ! 0.2 SlUSS, which may be ccmpared to the value gLven 
by Feher (1 ) o:t ~:~8 = 2.1 9U8S at 1.250K. The latter author d:1d in 
fact measure a linewidth in excess of this but applied a saturation correo-
tion, but through an estimation of the miorowave magnetic field H, in the 
authorls cavity(22) such a correction is not appllcabl.e here. Ovez-
modulation at 100KHz DBY also be dismissed as a broadening mechanism, 
since according to Smith (see Section 5.4) the correct ~p wUl be 
measured providing ~ < 0.3, where ~ i8 the modulation amplitude. 
~p 
---~-~-----~---------
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This inmlies using Feherts abovo value that h should not be greater than 
- ~ 
0.6 gauss, Ilhich oondi tion Has certainly satisited by the experimental 
~N 0.3 t;!1USS. P.hvelope broadening at 200 K due to the reduoed spin ... 
lattice l"el.axation time fran 1.250K may also be dismissed. Castner(3) 
-7 0 
measul"Cd Ts N 5.10 sec at 20 K, implying a peak to peak spin packet 
l!idth "'0.1 ~uss, clearly insuffioient to broaden the line fran 2.1 to 
2.0 causs. The reason for the differenoe therefore reminB unclear. 
Tho other immediate observation upon Fig. 6.11 is the more rapid 
ino::::ouse ill lineuid th of Sample D having ND N 5.1017 om -3. This is dUB 
to a much reduced relaxation time at this concentration due to fast 
rela:::ing pairs (see Section 3.4) with the consequent greater spin .packet 
";'.rid.th, lead~"1.g to observable envelope broadening at lower temperatures. 
I 
Feher and Gare (14) observed that at 1.25CX the spin-lattioe relaxation 
time deoreases rapidly from 10..4 sec for a phosphorus concentration at 
'16 -3 -6 17 -3 1.10 em, to 10 seo for a ClOncentration of 5.10 om. 
The temperature variation of the lineuidth of the araenic-doped 
Samplo E is shove in Fig. 6.9. Asa,in at 20'1t a value in excess of that 
o 
moosu."'ed at 1.25 K by Feher is obselVed. 
At pl"'Gsent the comparison d.ra.vm in Fig. 6.11 is of the envelope of 
the increasing spin packet widths with the packet widths themselves as 
calculated from Equation 6.21. A technique tor calculating the }Baket 
tddth from the measured width is therefore required. Castner(3) defines 
a. quantity K by the relation 
2 
T 2 = T 1 = ( -) K (a), 
.,.; Y AH pp 
•••••••••••••• 6.22 
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•••••••••••••• 6.23 
and graphicUlly displays K(a) far 1 ~ e. ~ 10. Honce the peak to peak 
envelope width 
L K ) AHpp = AHpp • ) 
AnL 
1 
and e. = 1.47,. 
AHpp 
•••••••••••••• 
Combining the above expressions gives 
AHp~ 1 
K a( .l,.7 • ~ • a . • ••••••••••••• 
From the experimental results ~: = 2.8 ss,uss, tmrefore K is finally 
given by 
K • (0.52 • AH ) pp 
L AH :; 1.9 a. pp 
1 
. -. a • ••••••••••••• 
• ••••••••••••• 
TIIUS fo~ an envelope width ~p the point of intersection at Equation 
6.26 -;1'ith Castner's curve may be fwnd, and hence tm Ulrentllian packet 
,,;:Ldth AlI L derived. A comparison between tmse two quantities is given pp 
in Fig. 6.12. Returning to Fig. 6.11 it is now possible to compare 
like 1.ith like i.e., the calClllated and expenmental Lorentzian widths. 
It is al)parent that the experimental value is less than the calculated 
at all temperat ures and does not have such a 8D)oth variation, although 
at temperatures below ,.,32<1c the procedure fbr estimating AHp; is JD01'8 
liable to error. 
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A f'urther plot of the derived Lorantzian peak to peak width 
variation with temperature as in Fig. 6.13 sOOm tmt 
••••••••••••• 6.28 
-,;:ith E = 24.9 IOOV. A behaviour of' this term was in faot predioted by 
L~pinG (23) \1'ho has studied the spectral temperature variation of the 
donor phosphorus alone. His alternative explanation at this linewidth 
variation is through the exchange scattering ot the done&" eleotron by 
a conduction electron, and as a oonsequence ot this the doaor eleotron 
expel'ienoes resonance at CI). and (Al • .:t A. Providing the rate of ~xohange, 
CA>ex1 is less ,than tm ~rf'ine interaotion, the linem.dth is propor-
tional to it. Since 
CI) r:: (J' T n 
ex ex 0 ••••••••••••• 6.2~ 
\7here <Tex is the exchange oross section, T 18 the oonduction eleotron 
average velocity am nc is the oonduction electron conoentration, the 
line~d.dth is also proportional to n. By caloulation, be demonstrates 
o 
tIn t the temperature dependanoe ot the line width is identical vdth that 
of' the relative number ot ale ctrons in the conduction band. i.e., 
••••••••••••• 6.30 
where (ND - NA) eleotrons are distributed OV'er the h.Ydrogen-11ke states 
and the oonduot ion band. 
", 
In his analyBis Lepine approximates the 
hydrogen-like states to n system oonsl8ting at only the 18(.11, ]I am ~2) 
states since tm other states are with1n a t8"r7 times k'l at the conduotion 
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~".lld. From Smith(24), the conduction electron concentration is 
related to the donor ionization emrg Ed by 
••••••••••••• 6.31 
Thus it is expected tlnt 
L ( Ed ) ~ CIC exp - - • pp 2kT • •••••••••••• 
This appears to be conft med by the derived energy at 24.9 ~v I 
E 
which lies close to ....,g, = 22.7 mV tor phosphorus. (The d~ ioniza.tion 
2 
energies are given in Fig. 3.3. They are 45.3 and 53.5 maY tar 
phoaphorus and a.rsenic respectively.) 
The result,s tor arsenic also appear to confirm the abOV'e mechanism, 
although due to the deviation of the line shape even at lot? temperatures 
from a. true Gaussian, dif'ficulty V18.S found in extracting the true 
Lorentzian widths. For arsenic 3: = 26.8 mV, a value little different 
2 
from t~t for phosphoI'U!l. Thus, as experimnt contims, the lineuidth 
variation for this donor is very similar to phosphorus, which would not 
be so should the process be dominated by the valle3""orbit splitt:ings, 
dii'i'ering a.s they do by a taotor of two. 
6. 7 ~.MLpsmidth Reduction in the_Bier. Temperature Interval 
16 As noted in Seotion 6.1 those samples (C and D) having 10 < ND < 
1018 em -3 exhibited in the higher temperature region studied a single 
line ~!hich narrowed with increasing temperature. In this tElllperature 
raglon Lepine SUBPsts that tm inoreased number of conduction electrons 
results in the exchange rate (I) being greater than tl:e h1:Pertine intel'l-
ex 
action, with tbl consequent appearance at a single line. The linevddth 
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is now a :t'unction of the relative number 0:£ electrons in the 1 s (~) 
state nA J and the conduction eleotron concentration, which assuming 1 
a constant ratio, with respect to temperature variations, of the ha.lf'-
".d.dth to peale to peak width (see Section 6.1) gives 
H S A pp ••••••••••••• 6.33 
~1ith inoreasing temperature the first term will decrease while nC wUl 
incl'Gase, giving a deoreasing lineuidth. Whereas with incl'eQ.sing donor 
ooncentl.'ation tm first term increases while nO again inoreases. The 
f'il'-st tel."IIl inoreases less rapidly than nC' resulting in a d.ecreasing 
linei7idth with inoreasing donor ocnoentration. Figs. 6.6 ani 6.7 oonfirm. 
I 
this. The compensation in Sample C IIIt\Y also be oontributing to tm 
d.i:f'ferenoe between the samples, in that at a fixed temperature there is 
li ttle change in the relative population of the is (Ai) state but the 
number of' CCl'lduction electrons is reduoed. 
It was noted. in Seotion 6.2 t18t for the arsenio-doped Sample E 
no significant growth of the oluster lines nas observed, such that tm 
above narrowing single line VIas not detected. An explanation tor this 
mDY lie in the following. The interusity of this line is proportional 
to the number of eleotrona bound to the donors, tat. t is 
••••••••••••• 6.~ 
NOi1 tm uidth of the line is glven in Equation 6.33 above, so that 
- 12.4 -
Therefore, if it is assumed that nC 18 small, am that for the t',l0 
donors e..raenic and phosphorus, (ND - NA) is tlB same, then 
_Amp. As:: tCAs\ t~ p ) • 
Amp. p \~) \~A.-
P -'As 
• •••••••••••• 6.36 
HO:7 there uil1 be approxirlntely equal numbers of electrons bound 1D the 
18 (A1) states in both cases, tThereas it is easily estimted thnt at 
30<1-: 
1 H _ 
- 5 • ••••••••••••• 6.37 
Hence it is reasonably argued that the dti'ference in donor ionization 
anergies is sufficient to prevent the observation of this line in the 
All the temperature increases further the resonance signal vrill 
inol."easingly be due to conduction electrons (see Section 3.6), so that 
the ':;id~~h of the obsel"'led single line wr.Lll pass through a min~lIInm. 
L6p1n&s mea.sureuen ts of this minimum suggest 8. further broadening 
mechanism is present. In the temperature region of this minimum the 
relative population of the 1s (E and T2) states passes through a JDa.yhmun. 
Non a.s previously mentioned in Section 3.4 Castner has demonstrated thB 
impol"tanca of spin-orbit coupling in the 1s (T2) states, such that th&oee 
resonances are possible \dthin these states. ~ Lepine suggests that due 
to the rapid motion of electrons from the 1s (T2) states to either the 
conduction bani or the 18 (A1) state only a resulting averaged single 
line is observed, and that this is the extra oontribution at the minimum. 
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6.8 ~..L~and SUfj69stioll!..!.or Further Wolk 
The hopping motion of an eleotron between different energy sta:fles 
assooiated uith it, be these ot a donor in a semioonductor, or ot an 
ion in a lattioe, is oonfirmed as a meohanism able to give rise to a 
temperature dependence in the measured ~r.f'ine interaction. 
COll8ider tv70 examples trom the latter class. There is no :f'undamen-
tal reason ~lhy transition mtal ions and lbre-earth ions should not 
display a similar dependence, that is until the orders of mgnitude of 
the relevant quantities are examined. The first excited state is 
approAimately1 eV above the ground state for transition mtal ions. 
Thermal enorgies are thus inauf'.f'ioient to cause ~ mixing. Rare-ea.l'1ih 
ions present a different situation. Now the nearest excited state is 
only 0:£ the order 0:£ 10 meV a'fi783 i.e., apparently of the right order at 
magnitude, but due to strong spin-lattioe intemction speotra can only 
be observed at very low temperatures, ae;ain resulting in thermal anergiea 
insuftioient tor excitation. 
Fot, the bound donor electron the motion 1s bet\7een the is (~) 
ground state and the is (E and T2) states. The estimated valley-orbit 
splitting through this meohanism for the donor phosphorus is slightly 
less than the ueighted mean at the opticall3 measured position ot the 
1s (E e.nd T2) states. This trend is also a.pparent in Castner's E.p.R.. 
IOOasuremmts of the Orbach relaxation, in that he estimates a value at 
10.6 meV oompared to an optical value at 11.6 JMN for the is (Ai) ... 
1 s (T2) tre.nsition. No reason for this difference has so far been 
advanced. The results tor the sample having a phosphorus oonoentration 
of 5.1017 cm-3 are rather different from the lower ooncentration results. 
At this concentration the eleotron is able to move betneen donora through 
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exchange in addition to tm excitation within the is states. 
Tho results for the arsenic-doped sample clearly demonstrate that 
tm onert;ies determ:illing the temperature bebaviour of the byper.f'ine 
splitting and the linarddth are different, so confirming the quantitative 
~asurelIBrrl;s on phosphorua-doped. sUioon. Sim:Uar quantitative Imasure-
~l1ts should be obtainable for antimol\Y due to its similar valley-orbit 
and ionization energies. This leads to a proposal that an improved 
variable tempemture cavi\y arrangement would be advantageous. .A tem-
pera.ture range of 4.2 to .300<>X: nould be ideal, perhaps achieved by better 
therrx.l isolation of the cavity from the refrigerant than in the method 
used by the author. A8 in many experiments results for bismuth are 
likely to prove ditf'erant from those for the other danors. Its ve.lle~ 
I 
orbit splitting is of the order of three times tlat of phosphorus, whUe 
its ionization energy is of the order of one 8l1d a halt times that of 
the otmr donors. Thus higher temperatures are expeoted to be necessary 
'before either the ~ertine splitting or the llnetddth shaw &l\Y ohanges, 
although higher donor oonoentrations could be used be:f'ore exchange would 
be evident. 
Sinoe the reduotion in the hypertine interaotion is dm to the 
averaging of the interaotion of tVlO states with am w1. thout finite values 
of It<o) 12, this avemging oould be brought about at a fixed 10\1 temper-
ature (e.g., < 4.20K, so minimizinS la) by illuminating the 88Dlple 
during resonanoe with radiation of a lVEl.Ve!ength equivalent to that of 
the 18 (A1) - 2po transition. This \7ould provide additional evidence interaction 
for the proposed mechanism, ani it the ~r.f'ineAreduotion is not accom-
panied by a linem.d.th inorease further 17eisht is siven to ~pinJ8 
Pl'Oposal. laser lines at the appropriate wavelength of 36 .... have been 
---:----------------------- --- --
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observed in He, H20 vapour am D20 vapour. 
Contrary to tm theory of Dugdale et a1 the ivPertine lineui.dth 
appec.l1 S to be dominated, in enerf!3 terma, by the ionization energy of 
the donol' not its valle;y--orbit splitting. The theoretical estimate of 
Dugdale et al certainly gives an ans't7er of the correct order of Itll.g-
llitude" but this is very much dependent on the values taken for the 
spin-orbit interaction in the 1 s (T2 ) states and the spontaneous tran-
sition probability 1s (A1) - 1s (T2) per unit time. Both of these 
quantities are presently inconclusively determined. The magnetic field 
dependence of the l1ne\7.idth is a feature exolusive to the Dugdale et al 
theory, so that accurate measurements made say at 10 GHz and 140 GHz 
(these being the present practical limits) could provide one further 
, 
test of tm latter theory. Measurenents by Le.ncaster at 10 GHz to com-
pare flith those reported here at 35 GHz did not allow 8ZlY conclusions 
to be d.ra.\m due to magnitude of the experimental errors. 
'" , Since Lepines theory predicts a linerddth proportional to the 
velocity of the conduotion electrons and their concentration, several 
experiments may be proposed uhich oould be carried out at fixed tem-
perature. Tm sample could be illuminated at a sufficient energy to 
m:cite an increased number of conduotion eleotrons, or the average 
vclociJIiY could be increased by application of Ell eleotric field. In 
th1B last case samples of hipr donor concentration, or at the higher 
tempeJ;'e;~ures in uhicll the hyperfine splitting is still observable, mighl; 
resul t in excessive power dissipation. This could be overcome by pu1s-
ine the npplied electrio field at a frequenoy lower than that of tlB 
high freC]uenoy field modulation and gating the input to the spectrometer 
in synchronism, so that the resonanoe is examined only during those 
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pel-iods in which the electric field is applied. 
Simllar hydrogen-like states for donors exist in other me..terials 
e.g., GaAs and GaP. Ver,y precise optical measurements of these states 
have 'Jean made on high purity GaAs, but like GaP no resulta have been 
publismd on the E.P.R. of "ehallan" bound donor electrons. F01· tmse 
cases are really the reverse of that fer siliccn, in that \vhereas the 
silicon lLlttioe contains IV 5% nuclei having a mgnetic moment am tba 
comnon donors have 1~ abundance of nuclei with spina, tm reverse is 
trua for Gi.w and GaP. Due to the spatial extent of the eleotron orbit 
this thel'efore leads to undeteotably broad lines, and only for one deep 
dO:"1or, oJ\Ygen, bas bound resonanoe been oonfirmed. It is thus unlikely 
that simile,r effects to those reported here wUl be obser'led in these 
materials. 
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